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Do rm ito ry Plans
Inc lud e HU D Loa n
SOURCE : OPI

designed for potential multi-use
so that all or part of it could be
There may be a new dor- converte
d
mitory in the University of apartme into different-sized
nts for
married
Missouri-Rolla's future.
students should these needs
UMR presented a proposal prove
greater in the future.
Sept. 7 to the University of
Accordin
Missouri Board of Curators director g to Jess Zink, UMR
Physical Facilities Committee trend of auxiliary services, a
back to living on campus
outlining a $5 million ' loan is another
request to the U.S . Department crunch. factor in the housing
He says that the two
of Housing and Urban main
reasons for the trek back
Development for construction to the
of a residence hall on the Rolla crisis dorms are the energy
and inflation .
campus.
"In the '60'S, students wanted
The HUD deciSion on the to live off campus - to live in
proposal is expected Sept. 30. apartme nts. Now, with gas
The loan, at three percent in- prices going up, they prefer to
terest, will be repaid over a live closer in. And, because of
period of 40 years from rental , inflation, they want a contract
revenues.
with set prices for the year so
The propose d dormito ry that their living costs are not
would accommodate 410 stu- subject to inflation," he exdents. UMR also plans to seek plains. "Students are finding
Tim Lynch, UMR Housi ng Mana ger
funds to renovat e Rayl the $3.62 per day charged for
Cafeteria and dormitories in the meals at the UMR cafeteria is
so
reasonab
le that about 250
Residence Hall Quadrangle.
students who do not live in
According to Dr. Joseph M. University housing have taken
Marchello, chancellor of the food contract s with ·us."
University of Missouri-Rolla,
At best, the new dormitory
SOURCE : OPI
This year, UMR has leased
the decision to look for finan- will be ready in the fall of 1981.
As Lynch sees it, one of the
Tim Lynch, new housing rooms in four motels, the Manor
cing for a residence hall was In the meantim e, housing ofbiggest problem s of the
manager
at
the
Universi
ty
of
Inn,
Little Piney Motel, Rustic recurren t housing shortage
made alter it became apparent ficials are breathing a sigh of
is
that UMR's enrollment would relief that - at last - all UMR Missouri-Rolla, started work Motel and Interstat e Motel, and' that the time and energy spent
this
fall
in
the
middle
of
UMR's
a
privatelY
-ilwned
dormitor
continue to climb.
y,
in
simply
students are housed for this worst housing
supplying rooms for
crisis. But to Carnaha n Hall , to ac"We have almost 5,500 year.
Lynch, the housing shortage is commodate an overflow of 245 everyone takes effort away
from
"We've had a housing not just a problem
developi ng
better
students on campus this fall, an
but an in- students who
. all-time record, and more than shortage since 1975," Zink says. dication of the vitality of the in Universi couldn 't be placed program s for the dormitory
ty
dorms.
dwellers .
2,000 of them applied for the "Except for 1976, when UMR institution.
Lynch replaces Paul Rifkin ,
1,140 spaces we have in our six bought a privatel y owned
"In some places, colleges are who resigned to work on his
"The principal function of a
dormitories, " the chancellor dormitory (Thomas Jefferson), closing dormitories - and some Ph.D .
said. "A large part of the in- we have had to lease private small colleges have closed. Yet Univers a t Florida State residence hall is to be a service
ity ,
creased enrollment is due to housing . Last year, we leased the Rolla Campus with its ex- shares housingTallahas see. He to students - to look after their
manager duties basic housing needs. Beyond
UMR's outstanding engineering several private rooming houses, cellent engineering and science with Jack
Bennett, who has that - and that's why I'm here
and science specialities and an
program s, is attractin g more been on the housing staff for six
( Continu ed on pg. 4)
- it is to make the residence
exceptionally good market for
students every year," he says. years.
halls a living-le arning enthese graduates. This situation
vironment. We help students
is expected to remain with us
develop in
areas they
for the foreseeable future."
- sometim es don ' t get in
John Vaughn, UMR director
traditional classrooms - such
of administrative planning and
things as leadership training,
chairma n of the Housing
organizational, communication
Advisory Board, says that the
and time-management skills,
board,
compose d
of
and cultural enrichm ent ;
ideas.
By KAREN UOWNER
represen tatives of UMR
to measure heat losses - " Rolla already has a good start
To aid these cities in savings thermog raphy this way, a on these program
alumni, Parents' Association,
s," he says,
The UMR Economics Dept. energy, they must first find out home-ilwner could
administration and the Rolla
be shown the "and I am really excited about
community, was unanimous in has recently been given a grant · where the losses are. There are difference between the well- the possibilities."
recommending new dormitory to research energy conser- two methods that will be used. insulated areas of the house and
vation in Rolla and three other First is a Computer Home any leaks that
construction.
occur.
He is especially impressed
Missour i cities: Herrma n, Energy Audit, where residents leaks can be taken care These
of as with the quality of the UMR
"Even with the new dor- Chilicot he, and Kirkwood. fill out
a
survey
soon
that
as
they
describe
are
s
pinpointe
d.
But
residenc e halls assistan ts
mitory, UMR will house fewer These four cities all have their home,
then send it in to the in order for the pictures to be
than 30 percent of its studE'nts, a municip al
utilities .
Bill utility company. Such items as accurate , the weather con- (upperclass students who .serve
as supervisors in the residence
lower percentage than on most Desvousges, who is on this thermostat settings,
insulation, ditions must be correct.
halls). " They are
campus es," Vaughn says . committee, said their purpose is and use of
fireplaces, would be
Neither of these projects has intellige nt, cooperaextremely
"We're fortunate in having to provide training and to objects of
tive , and
inquiry
on the survey. been put to use yet. The enthusiastic,"
strong
he says, "and I
fraterni ties
and establish in each city an Energy The results would be com- departm ent has
just
been
am pleased to be working with
sororities which house about Conversion Board.
puterize d and then recom- granted the funds
1,200. The rest of the students
After the Energy Boards are mendati ons could be made plans have been and so far, no them ."
finalized.
But
Lynch comes from Michigan
live at . homE' or in private established, they will act as concerni
ng each house. The soon, Rolla residents may be _ State
housing in the community."
University where he was
technical advisors; providing second method involves using a filling out compute
r
cards
in an head resident adviser for the
The new residence hall will be information and suggesting new flyover
to take infrared images effort to save energy .
past three years .

Housing Man age r View s Sho rtag e

Econ De par tme nt Re cei ves
Ene rgy Res ear ch Gra nt

(Cont. from last week)
Although the first commercial brewery in America
was a small-5cale operation
founded in New Amsterdam
(New York) in 1623, today
nearly 50,000 persons work in
breweries from coast to coast.
As a whole, the U.S. beer industry produces more than five
billion gallons of "suds" annUally.
Brewing begins with grain,
choice barley from farms in
Midwestern and West Coast
states, which has to be malted.
During malting, the barley is
allowed to germinate and then
kiln dried. Malt is the brewing
industry's major raw material.
In a typical year, the industry
pays nearly $500 million for 4.3
billion tons of malt. Other
cereal grains, mostly rice and
corn, may also be used in
brewing beer.

I

I

I
I,

The second phase of brewing
begins at the malt and cereal
storage bins, where amounts of
these grains are measured out
carefully - the brewmaster's
recipe calling for hundreds of
pounds at a time. After grinding, the malt is mixed with
pure, heated water in a big
mash tub and stirred, and
maintained at a carefully
controlled temperature cycle.
Meanwhile, other grains
(corn-rice) are boiled in huge
"cookers" and added to the
malt mash. In the mash tubs,
grain starches are converted
naturally into sugars, mostly
maltose.
Next, the mash flows into the
"lauter tub," which looks like a
huge cylinder with large
strainers and filters. These
remove the empty barley hulls,
bits of corn kernels, and other
~rain particles no longer
heeded. These grains, rich in
protein, are sold by brewers as
feed for livestock.
After the grains are removed,
wha t is left is a clear liquid
called wort
(pronounced
"wurt") . This liquid is then run
into giant copper kettles to be
brewed with hops.
After the hops are strained
off, the wort now has its unique
flavor and amber color. Still
boiling hot, the liquid is pumped
into cooling tanks where its
temperature drops from 212 to
180 degrees. For further cooling
the wort is run over
refrigerated coils, so that its
temperature 'is approximatJey
50 degrees when it enters the
starter tank .
Another curious thing hap.pens next, when carefully
measured amounts of yeast are
added to the liquid. Thousands
of years ago, man discovered
tha t the presence of tiny gas
bubbles helped to quench thirst.
Eventually, someone learned
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that yeast gives liquids a
natural carbonation, creating
effervescence; in beer, tiny
bubbles and foam.
Yeast breaks down the fermentable sugars and creates
two new substances: carbon
diOxide, which provides the
carbonation; and alcohol. The
yeast action is called fermentation. In the fermentation
tanks at the brewery, yeast is
allowed to work on the starchsugar for controlled lengths of
time.
Some breweries - notably
Heileman and Anheuser-Busch
in the United States - take the
brewing process a step further,
including a secondary fermentation stage. This stage,
part of the so-called "Old
World" brewing method, can be
initiated by adding a small
amount of freshly yeasted wort
to the already fermented beer.
This is called "Kraeusening." It
results in perfect maturation of
the brew and natural carbonation.
Among major American
brewers, only Anheuser-Busch
used beechwood chips in the
lager tanks. Beechwood chips
are placed in the bottom of
these tanks where their function
is to provide a large multiple
surface area for the brewers

yeast to settle upon and have
optimum contact with the beer,
thus aiding in finishing of the
beer.
Brewing methods, in fact,
have become the subject of
growing debate among beer
fans in the United States and
elsewhere. Under pressure to
cut costs and raise production,
some brewers have chosen to
shorten brewing cycles and
introduce chemical additives
and preservatives into their
beers. The result, some say, are
chemical beers - worlds away
from the letter and intent of the
time-honored "Old World"
brewing practices.
Other American brewers,
however - Coors, Heileman,
Anheuser-Busch most notably
- have chosen to use only
natural
ingredients
and
maintain natural processes in
their brewing practices. The
result, some say, .is the
traditional beverage which, had
it been available, would've
made old Queen Shubad smack
her lips and reach for the beer
straw.

SEE PAGE SEVENTEEN

Try Our
Have questions about beer or
brewing? Selected questions
will be answered in a future
column. Send them to: Beer
Talk, Suite 600, One Memorial
Drive, st. Louis, Missouri 63102.
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AM D.O. Corp. (cl Copyright 1979
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By JERRY WEILAND
Once again, a reminder that
SEPTEMBERFEST will be
held on Friday, September 21
from 2~ p.m. at Lions Club
Park. The festivities include
live music by Rodd Hogg, a
frisbee contest with distance,
accuracy and free-style competition, and five brands of your
favorite beverage. The Board

( Photo by Caswell)

will provide bus service from
the University Center to, and
from, Lions Club Park. Buses
will leave ever.y half-hour
beginning at 1:00 p.m.
A SEPTEMBERFEST button, available from any Board
Rep. for $1.50, buys the entire
day of fun and excitement. So
get yours now while supplies
last. WHY WAIT TILL MARCH!!!

Are You A Unitarian-Universalist
Without Knowing It?
Do you feel out -oF-step when it comes to religion? Do you have
difficulty accepting those " absalute truths " and rigid dogmas you
were told you hod to believe? Are you tired of being made to
feel guilty because you have honest doubts?

Open Daily From

10 a.m.-ll p.m.

The Marines
•
are coming.
to tell the student body of

University of Missouri in Rolla

You could b. a Unitarian·Universallst . .. and not even know itt
U-Us dislike having their philosophical and religious ideas spoon fed to them.
U-Us stress the essential goodness in people , not some inherent
sinfulness .
U. Us concentrate on the here-and-now, rather than a hereafter .

Unitarian-Unlversalilts believe in a rational, reasonable approach
to religion. utilizing scientific Insights as well as the best Ideas
and Ideals of past and present thinkers .
Would you like to know more about 0 religion that could attract :
Thomas Jefferson. Isaac Newton , Charles Darwin , Florence
Nightingale . Oliver Wendell Holmes . Albert Schweitzer . Henry
Thoreau. Susan B. Anthony . Ralph Waldo Emerson. Elliot
Richardson , Adlai Stevenson , linus Pauling and many others?

If ya.u are Interested. call 364·1610 or 364·7608.

about some unusual career opportunities available to
men and women - while they stay in school and after
they graduate. Marine Corps career programs-in data
processing. telecommunications. avionics. finance . and
business management. to name just a few-are among
the best offered in or out of the military. Find out all th e
facts. when we visit your campus:

DATE: 17, 18, 19 and 20 Sept.
TIME: 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
PLACE: STUDENT UNION

!
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UMR Mi ne ral Building Fund
Added To Amendment Request
SOURCE: OPI
The University of _Missouri
Board of Cura tors has approved
an amendment to the University's 1980-81 capital improvements request to the state
that would seek $10.4 million for
the construc tion of a new
~ineral Engineering Building
on the Rolla campus .
The amendment also drops an
earlier request for $84,600 in
planning funds .
The amendment request was
made to the Board by

Univers ity
of
Missour i
Presiden t James C. Olson and
UMR Chancellor Joseph M.
Marchello.
"We are, of course, pleased
and encouraged by the board's
action," Theodore J. Planje,
dean of the School of Mines and
Metallurgy at the University of
Missouri -Rolla, said.
Projected total cost of the
project is $13 million, with the
remaining $2.6 million to come
from private sources.
The board's decision will
allow UMR to use the $150,000 it

already has collected in private
gifts to appoint an architectural
and engineering firm to begin
drawing up plans for the
facility .
Accordi ng to · Joseph D.
Wollard , UMR executiv e
director of adminis trative
services, the building will be
located in the northwest corner
of the campus . It will be an
earth-sheltered structure , the
first 'such public university
building in Missouri , to his
knowledge .
" The earth-s heltere d
structure will be more energy
efficient than a conventional
above-ground building, " says
Wollard. "The design should
lower construction costs and

will lower operating costs."
In addition, the design will be
more aestheti cally pleasing
than a conventional structure
and will "preserv e the concept
of a mall westward" from the
Curtis Wilson Library, Planje
said.
The building will house
c eramic,
metallu rgical,
mmmg,
petroleu m
and
geological engineering, as well
as geology and geophysics.
These departm ents currently
are housed in some of the oldest
structure s on campus . Overcrowding , limited research and
teaching space, and safety have
become areas of concern with
recent
and
projecte d
enrollme nt increases .

Stuco Teacher
Evalvation Results

Senior Lee Kutilek donates blood during the Stu co sponsor ed blood
drive last week. Stuco
reports a good turnout of students with S3S pints donated . The contest
with the University
of Arkansa s-Fayet teville runs through the 1979-80 school year.
( Photo by Caswell)

IK Offers CPR Classes
Submitte d by I.K.

Anyone interested in CPR
(cardiopulminary Resuscitation) w.ill have an opportunity to
learn the technique of mouth-to-

mouth resuscitation and closed
heart massage in a two-part
class starting Monday, September 17, 1979.
For Part I, the participant
needs to attend one of the
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changes mainly at this time
being concerned with faculties
availability outside of class. We
would like to invite recommendations of questions you
would like to see answered or
areas you are interested in. This
invitation is extended to all
students
and
faculty.
Suggestions should be sent to
the Student Council Office or
dropped in the StuCo Bitch Box
anytime in the next week.
Anyone wishing to speak to
our committee should come to
the Studen t Council Office
Tuesday, September 18, at 6 :00.
Your commen ts will be
welcome.
Student Council, Academ ic
Affairs.
G. Dolan, Chairman

M inerVariat ions

following classes which w.ill be
held in St. Pat's Ballroom,
University Center-West:
Monday, September 17 -6 :30
to 9:30 p.m.
Tuesday, September 18 6 :30 to 9:30 p.m.
Any number of participants
can attend this session - just
show up. This will be a lecturedemonstration class. The class
will then be divided into several
smaller groups for Part 2.
For Part 2, the participant
needs to a ttend one of the
following classes which deal
with the practical applications
behind CPR: (From 6:30 to
10 :30 p.m. , location to be announced
at
lecturedemonstration class.)
September
September
September
September
October 1
October 2
October 4

Each semeste r , as each
uppercl assman knows , one
class period for fifteen minutes
is devoted to filling . out
seemin gly
ridicul ous
evaluations of the teacher and
the course. It's great fun fiddling with the computer cards
and doodling on the questionnaires but did you know that the
results are available to you the
student. On reserve at the desk
in the library is a copy which
could provide valuable information to you concerning the
teacher, the course, the book,
and several other important
points.
This semester 's evaluation is
tentatively scheduled to be run
the week of Nov. 12-16. The
basic form and questions will be
the same as last semester 's with

20
24
25
27

There is no charge for the
course, but in order to obtain
America n Red Cross certification in CPR, you must
successf ully complet e both
parts.
These courses are provided as
a service by the Intercollegiate
Knights and the American Red
Cross . Sgt. Bill Bleckmen, UMR
Police , will be the instructor.

Space Tec hno logy
Benefits Eve ryda y Life
By KAREN DOWNER
Space technology plays an
integral part in today's society.
"Left-overs" from the space
program benefit everyday life
in many ways; satellite
broadcasts and flame retardan t
materials are examples of more
familiar applications.
The infrared heaters used in
the space program have applicatiOns where economy is
required in heating large indoor
areas such as tennis courts and
automobile assembly plants.
They save energy by not
heating the air, but only heat
the solid objects the rays strike.
This is a particula r characteristic of infrared light. Ever
wonder why your car is warm
on a sunny winter day?
For the purpose of simulation ,
large vacuum chambers are
designed by "space engineers."
This technique is now being used
for drying out large quantities of
material s, such as books from
libraries which suffered from floods or fire fighting.
A sophisti cated smoke
detector was developed for
Skylab . These are now

marketed for home use.
The space program has
brought even more electronic
devices into America 's homes :
digital watches , microwa ve
ovens, calculators. Of course,
these advance s could have
occurred without a Moon
launching , but the intensity of
the ''race to space" has to be
credi ted for the speed of these
discoveries.
The powerfu l turbopu mps
that had a 200,000 gallons per
minute fuel capacity are used to
propel large speedboats.
Space vehicles used solar
batteries for power. The expertise acquired in the
development of these units is
now available for solar heating
for homes and for industry. The
benefit of the research that
went into the production of
these efficient solar adsorption
devices has been passed along
to those who are interested in
conserving fossil fuel.
So you can see the benefits ,
besides conquering space, the
space program has created a
new technological age. All this
at less than one cent of each tax
dollar. That's a real bargain .
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Multi-Purpose Building Hours

UMR Hosts
Industry Day
By JERRY WEILAND
More than 60 industries doing
business in the state of Missouri
will participate in MISSOURI
INDUSTRY DAY Tuesday,
September 18 (all spaces have
been reserved and the committee is trying to find nooks
and crannies for others) .
Companies will set up displays
demonstrating products of
(Cont. from Pg. 1)
which took care of 161 students,
but this year these are being
operated by the owners and
they are all full."
To house the overflow, UMR
leased rooms for 245 students in
a privately owned women's
residence hall and rooms in five
motels. A shuttle bus brings
students to and from campus.
The leased houses are administered by housing personnel and organized for
campus activities just like oncampus residence halls. And
most students are taking their
untraditional dormitories in
stride.
In fact, says Steve Winters,
St. Louis freshman, given a
choice, "There's no way I'd
trade my room at Manor Inn for
any other place on campus." He
says that the big, airconditioned rooms with private
baths can't be matched by any
of the on-eampus dorms, and he
thinks most of the other
students in his donn feel the
same way .
Women students who live in
another annex of the Manor Inn,
agree. Ann Bender and Mary
Tietjen, roommates from St.
Louis, and Candy Thompson

8:00
11:30
1:00
3:30

7:30 p.m.-9:45 p.m.

services they provide and indicate
the
employment
opportunities they offer. These
displays will be open to
students, faculty, staff, and the
general public from 10 a .m. to 5
p.m . in the Gale Bullman MultiPurpose Building. Representatives from each industry will
be on hand to answer questions.
There is no admission charge
and door prizes will be awarded
periodically during the day .
from Kansas City, talk about
the big, carpeted rooms and the
"huge closets" as plusses in
living off campus. The two
roommates remedied the lack
of a second desk by bringing one
from home.
The major problem , as they
see it, is the distance from
I) Th t
a
campus (a bo ut a mi e.
problem is also the one most
commonly mentioned by men
students at two other motels
even farther away. The UMR
shuttle bus makes six round
trips a day - morning, noon
and late afternoon - between
campus
and motels. most
This of
takes
care of transporting
the

FRIDA Y NIGHT
6:30 p.m.-9:45 p.m.
SATURDAY
1:00 p.m.-7:45 p.m.
(Aug. 20-Nov. 3)
10:00 a.m.-9:45 p.m.
(Nov. 3-May 8)
SUNDAY
1:00 p.m.-4:45 p.m.
(Aug. 20-Nov. 3)
1:00 p.m.-7:45 p.m.
(Nov. 3-May 8)

ROLLA CRAFT & HOBBY
364·5581

For the Masculine
Look
Flowers In A Stein
For birthdays, get well
or just because
FROM

Faculty family night. All facilities closed to students. (l"loor
closed until 7:30)
Except during varsity basketball games (gym closes at 3:00 p.m.
and other facilities at 5:00)
Varsity home football games (facilities closed until completion of
contest)

Free play for all students

Pool Hours

students most of the time.
"The only trouble is, that if
you miss the bus, you have a
long walk to class," says Donny
Harrison of Springfield. "Some
of the students have cars, and
carpool it, and some 'of us ride
bikes, but most of us ride the
bus if we can."
"U they have any complaints,
most of the students aren't
saying much about it," says
Fred Ziegler, who drives the
shuttle bus. "They are really a
nice bunch of kids, and they all
seem to realize that UMR is
doing the best it can."

Rolla

Free play for all students (Equipment Room opens at 9:00 a.m.)
All facilities reserved for faculty fitness program
Free play for all students
Gym floor reserved for varsity basketball practice (when In
season). All other facilities open to students.
Intramural sports and free play for all students (Exception home varsity basketball game)

MONDAY-FRIDA Y
Student and faculty swimming
11:30 a.m.-3:30 p.m.
Varsity practice (in season)
3:30 p.m.-7:00 p.m.
Student and Faculty swimming (except Friday-faculty family
7:00 p.m.-9:00 p.m.
swimming only)
(August-March)
Sturlent and faculty swimming
11:30 a.m.-5:00 p.m.
Student and faculty swimming (except Friday·faculty famlly
7:00 p.m.-9:00 p.m.
swimming only)
(April & May)
SATURDAY
1: 00 p.m.-7 :45 p.m.
Student and faculty swimming
(Aug. 20-Nov. 3)
10:00 a.m.-9:45 p.m.
(Nov. 3-May 8
SUNDAY
1:00 p.m.-4:45 p.m.
(Aug. 20-Nov. 3)
Student and faculty swimming
1:00 p.m.-7:45 p.m.
(Nov. 3-May 8)
POOL CLOSED When school is not In season, for home football, basketball and swimming contests.
Smoking Permitted only In main lobby on floor and In office area on ground floor (no smoking In
r09m
area or gym floor)
piilocker
___
...._____________________________
.,

SPI, AH GAMES
0&0 SUPPLIES
1009 Pine

MONDAY-FRIDA Y
a.m.-ll:30 a.m.
a.m.-l:00 p.m.
p.m.-3:30 p.m.
p.m.-7:30 p.m.

engineering
opportunities
Farmland Industries and its
subsidiary companies, CRA Inc.
and Cooperative Farm Chemicals
Association, offer challenging
opportunities for chemical,
mechanical , electrical and c ivil
engineers.
Farmers and ranchers throughout
the Midwest look to Farmland , the
nation 's largest manufacturing
and marketing cooperative , as a
source of supply for petroleum,
fertilizer, agricultural chemicals ,
feed and other farm supplies.
To discuss job opportunities
contact:
Personnel Department
Farmland Industries , Inc.
3315 N. Oak Trafficway
Kansas City, Mo. 64116
Phone : 816-459-6364

$5.00

FAR""LAIIID IIIIDUSTRIES, IIIIC.
GENERAL OFFICES
KANSAS CITY. MISSOURI 64116

1107 Pine
Rollo , MO
364-3161

- -- - - -_ _

An Equal Opportunity Employer M/F

__
- fr _ _ _ _
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La rge Inc rea se In Fe ma le En rol lm en t
SOURCE: OP)
The percentage of increase in
female enrollm ent at the
University of Missouri-Rolla is
over twice as large as the
overall campus enrollm ent
increase percentage.
There is a 17 percent increase
in female enrollment. The total
campus enrollment (male and
female) has increased 8 percent.
Registra r Paul Ponder says
that there are 992 women on
campus this year compared to
845 last year - up 147 at the end
of the first week of classes.
There are 5,472 students on
campus (male and female)
compared to 5,063 at this time
last year. This is the largest
enrollment UMR has ever had.
"The greatest increases in
female enrollment on campus
are in the engineering and
science disciplin es ," says
Ponder. "The main reason for
this increase, as I see it, is the

opportu nity for employm ent
after graduation. Our graduate s
at the bachelor's level start out
at annual salaries of about
$18,000
in
enginee ring
professions. Also, with more
and more women entering the
enginee ring and science
professi ons, females are
beginnin g
to
consider
technology as much their field
as men do."
In engineen ng management,
where the number of women
has increased the most of any
campus departm ent (61 to 99 in
a year), Professor Henry Wiebe
cites our successful graduate s
as one reason for the increase in

female enrollm ent.
"We
recently have had one woman
join Du Pont and three join Olin
Corp. in industrial engineering
positions," he says.
Computer science has the
second largest increase in
female enrollment (91 to 109 in a
year)
with
electric al
engineering third (40 to 54) .

longer think we are here simply school boys. Later, it became a
to become an engineer's wife," room full of boys with a girl or
she says. "They realize that two. Now, the number of high
women are as interested as men school students who turn out to
are in having careers in hear about college is pretty
engineering. UMR education is evenly divided between boys
an investment in the future." and girls."

The UMR female enrollment
will probably continue to increase. "Judging from high
schools where the admissions
Martha Dixon, a senior in officers visit students
, girls
engineering mechanics and a continue to enroll here in will
higher
leader in campus organizations, numbers ," says Ron Johnston
,
says that women, like men, are associat e director
choosing engineering because missions. "We used of adto discuss
of the challenge and financial UMR and enginee ring
and
benefits. "Male students no science with a room
full of high

Ponder says that more and
more careers are becoming less
and less a profession for just
men or just women. For instance, men are going into
nursing. "We have one male
student in the prenurs ing
program here," he says. "Most
career .a reas are open to
everyone."

Dean Search
Com mitt ee
For med
Submitte d by JANA TRAMPE

A search committee has been
formed for the position of dean
of the School of Engineering.
Dr. James E. Halligan , former
dean of engineering, left the
campus August 15. Dr. Robert
L. Davis has been appointed
acting dean .
The committee is composed
offaculty members J.L. Gaddy,
H.D. Keith, T.F. Lehnhof f,
Yildirim Omurtag , Norbert
Schmidt, Daniel St. Clair, and
David Summers, and students
Clayton Rogers and Jana
Trampe. Chairman is Dr. Paul
Stigall, associate professor of
electrical engineering.
Applications and nominations
for the position should be sent to
Dr. Stigall , 210 Parker Hall, by
Novemb er 1. Faculty and
students making a nomination
and need only to send the
nominee 's complet e address
and, if available, their phone
number.
The dean reports to the
chancellor and is responsihle
for administration of the school
through its departm ents and
centers. The duties include
adminis tration of hiring,
promotion and tenure policies
and
procedu res,
salary
evaluations and distribution,
stimulation of research and
instructi on, evaluati on of
departm ental needs and
processing of requests for staff,
facilitie s and equipme nt ,
program and curricul um
changes. In addition, the dean
maintains professional contacts
and represents the school in
approp riate
Univers i ty,
technica l and professi onal
groups,
and
national
organizations.
~

11 a .m. to I p .rn Fr; & Sat

C

Pryor's Fresh Pizza
Hwy 63

~

Rolla. MO
Carry out 15 mono 364 · 1293

""

---- -

NlA RT IN NlA RIE TT A

SE E OU R RE PR ES EN TA TIV E
ON CA MP US Se pt. 19
Our Denver DiVision has many new opportunitie s awaiting recent college
graduates . Major facilities are located at
Denver, CO ; New Orleans , LA; Santa
Maria. CA. Currently there are 365 contracts that involve work in slJch exciting
areas as Space Launr.h Systems , Defense Systems. Command and Information Systems, Payload Integration , Space
Satellites, Solar Systems. Space Shut1le
and the new generation Missile System .

Opport unities Now

~ 110m . to 12 p m Mon Thurs
~

c

in ae ro sp ac e aw ait s yo u at

~
~

Within these areas are many entrylevel growth positions that offer practical experienc e in the advanced state
of the engineer ing art. Such fields as •

Software • Test • PropulSio n • Thermophysi cs· Structure s· Mechanis ms
• Dynamic s· Stress· Materials ' Mission Analysis ' Product Developm ent·
Industrial Engineer ing' Logistics ' Integration ' Systems · Guidance & Control • RF Systp.ms • Commun ications·
Data Handling • Power Systems •
Payloads & Sensors ' Quality' Safety
and Manufact uring.

Careers Begin Here
If you're consldenng a career In aerospace , you won 't find the challenge
greater nor the work more rewarding than
at Martin Mariet1a.
In addition to job opportunity the com-

pany's comprehensive program of employee benefits has a financial value
eqUivalent to approximately forty percent
of the employee 's income Included are ;
Company -paid insurance, performance
sharing plan . retirement plan , vacation.
education reimbursement and long term
disability plan .
Interested graduates please contact
Martin Mariet1a Aerospace . At1n : College
Relations. PO. Box 179 (#06310) Denver.
CO 80201.
Martin Manet1a is an Affirmative Action
Employer actively seeking the Handicapped and Veterans. National Security regulations require United States Citizenship.

.. ... .

..... rn.. 'mber

Thursda

~

Kappa Delta-Six Awards

~

l+

~

\~

Epsilon Alpha chapter of
Kappa Delta Sorority brought
home six awards from the
national Kappa Delta convention held this summer .
The achievement award was
given by na tional officers to
E psilon Alpha for demon -

...J

~

13, 1979

strll ting a marked degree of
improvement during the
preceding two years . This
award Is given to ten chapters
out of 118 nationwide.
Awards for press relations on
campus and In the community
and Panhellenlc support, which

are given to only one chapter,
were won by Epsilon Alpha .
Epsilon Alpha's alumnae
advi sory board , which has
strongly supported the chapter
since its formation at UMR In
1972, won an honorable mention
for Its assistance to the chapter.

An honorable mention for
scholarship was awarded to
Epsilon Alpha accompanied by
specific recognition for an
improvement of 0.3 grade points
in the chapter average.

TKE Rated liTop Teke Chapter"
Beta Eta Chapter of TKE at
UMR was awarded the "Top
Teke Chapter" Award at the
40th Biannual Conclave at the
French Lick Sheraton Hotel In
French Lick, Indiana last
month. Ten such awards were

given among 281 active chapters. Other awards received at
the Conclave were the "Outsta nding Ru sh Brochure "
Award and the "Grand Council
Award for Public Relations
Achievement" .

Tau Kappa Epsilon International Fraternity is the
largest social fraternity with
over 300 undergraduate and
alumni chapters In the United
Ststes and Canada . Criteria for
the "Top Teke Chapter" Award

Sig Tau Awarded Honors
In the past year, Alpha
Omega chapter of Sigma Tau
Gamma received the Robert
Nagel Jones Cup, an award
presented by the national
fraternity to an outstanding
chapter .
Among
the
achievements for which the

award was presented were
charitable donations made with
funds earned in a Greek Week
booth, participation In Gamma
Alpha Delta work projects, and
programs presented at Boys
Town . These included sports,
smallengine repalr,andartand

plano in:'tructlon by the Sig Tau
Little Sisters. In addition, Sig
Tau was named an AAA
chapter..
.
.
In addl~on to Its national
awards, Sigma Tau Gamma
was the particl~tlon champl~n
at last year s St. Pat s
Celebration.

include excellence In chapter
management, housing, alumni
relations, campus Involvement,
and scholarship. Beta Eta Chaper at UMR last won this
award In 1974-75. Competition
for this award was especially
tough this year as 75 percent of
all TKE Chapters were rated
above avera~e on their campus.
Highlights of last academic
year Include the "Men's
Intramural Consolation"
Trophy, a lll-mile Keg Roll to
Springfield for Muscular

Oklahoma Gas and
Electric Company

Phi Kaps - Number 1 .
In early August UMR's which they also won in 1975 and
chapter of Phi KapPa Theta 1977, is the highest honor which
fraternity was awarded the top can be given to a Phi Kap
honor at their national con- chapter.
ventlon which was held at the
The local chapter was ofUniversity of Illinois In flcial1y represented at the
Champaign.
convention by Mike Schaefer,
The Missouri Mu chapter of Missouri Mu's secretary. Also
Phi Kappa Theta won the present from UMR was Fr. Jim
coveted Founder's Cup which Is Wieberg the pastor of the
presented to a chapter for Newma~ Center and the
overall excellence. The award, National Chaplaln of Phi Kappa
Theta fraternity.

Oklahoma's largest electric utility,
will be on campus interviewing
engineers

According to Bob Schneider,
president"of the Missouri Mu
Chapter. The brothers worked
very hard for this award and
I'm ve~y happy that we
received It. It also reflects upon
the strong Greek ~ystem here at
UMR, ~~ause qwte a f~w other
frater~t~es and sor~rities have
won Similar honors In the past.
Finally, we would like to tha~
everyo~e who hel~ us In
preparing our apphcation for
this award."

Tuesday, Sept. 25, 1979.
Please make arrangements at the
placement office for your
scheduled interview.

~
ELECTRIC SERVICE

"Wh.n you face the Miner. Ele ... en .
Count your bone. ond pray to Hao ... en ,
For whot you ,ee I, NOT whot you get .
~~)I;~.-,.-~:t~~'!~h'CU1 you o ln't ,e.n the flnt t.am y.t ."

Bulldog, a trodltlonal fighting nom.
Rollo', el .... en de,erve, Its fame.
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t.ge. 8.lI e ... l1Ie , Sep' 29. SW MO 5' 0 ' . Un l" " Ro llo , Sep' 30. For ... Pork Communl'v Colloge , Rollo ,
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MONOAY

TUESOAY

.1,.,

UMR M£AL PlAN
Mln.r , ·'Who . would vou
10'1' 11 I o.ked you to morrv
m.?·· Co.d "No'hlng I
can' 10110; and laugh at th.
10m. lime "
Ther. ar. 7, ~ drop, 01

( f.C~::Ot::~~~~~~ .~u,
UMR M[Al PIAN
16
rot h.r , ' OOIl't VOU thInk our
so n go" all hll bfoln, Irom
m.?'"
Mo.her . Plobobly 1,,111
hov" mine '

SLOGAN NIGHT

10

.1..

"Th.,.'a more In
nllddle
01 on [gg McMull in 'han an
~ In the mlddl. 01 a
mu llin ,.
SaV It

In 2 "Kondl win a
bog o l ltle.
6 p ,m Q Il m ,

17
SLOGAN NICHf
"ChooaV ('heo,& choo •• I'
olwaYI .0V cheen· pl.al.
wh"" they choo' • •h.
ch •••• In .h. ch •• ae
burgeri 0 1 McDonald', "

RHS fOOTlAll SCHEDULE
Vat,IIY I Sup' 1. Sprlngl1eld G lendal.
her. Sepl I" O 'Fa llon lech ., h.r • . Sepl
'IS . Frondl Borgia h.re Sepi
29 EUfeko. Iher. ; Oel . S Fulton thero
OCI I'} Hollol , h. re . OCI lQ.WoVn&s ... ll1 e
Ihe,. Oct '}b·Me.lco , here No ...
'} Vlanney Ikef. , No ... 'iI ·Roo.e",e" (51
Lo u l.) , here .
Jr, Venit., : Sep , 17.Wayn.I"lIle , h.re,
S.pl '2 .. l .banon . h.r • . Oct 8·H.llal
h.rft Oel . ' 5 Wavne.",lIIo . Ihore OCI
2'·C lendal. , Ih.re , Ocl '29.jell Ci lv,

McDonald'. $1 .000 .000 DIAMOND HUNT

WEONESOA Y

SATUROAY
DAVE S BAR8 ER SliOP
(Roliol. Clip Joint)
Oo"e halO ropu to lion lor
being honeit P(lor '0
boc.o,nlng a borber, ho
W01IfrI..d In a bal h haUl lor
II .... v.on and ne".r took a
bo.h

Jeptember
UMR M[AI PI.AN
HAPPV LA80R DAV
8uy a lorg •• ondwlch bog
W.r. pfoud 10 be 0 1
01 lri ••• get a medIum
alll"lallco 10 Jerry and a ll
drink fREE
t .... o ..... r d."Oled wo rk en
Sunday. op_n to do".
In roiling l undl 10 help
MUll .how UMR • 0 cordi I de",.lop a CU f. 10 1 MUIcu lor
~errV Lewl,' ' e le lhOll 10
DYlltrap"'v Telel hon ondl
combo . MO • •orl\ lonlgh'
tonight

WH ISH ER'S NIC IH
..
tiO LA HOOP NIGHT 5
Wall whl"le win a bog at
I hoop wi" a bog al ine'
Ifle. Whl"le OI.lIe win a
3 hoopl ' win a burger
burgor
Senior CI , I,.11 I hoop win a
6pm Qpm
br.oklo"
6pm Qpm
'McOonald', a 'vrnbol 01
foo'boll lovltf hot hll Rolla
Amerlco' . mlgh'
Mlnau
low.rl prlc •• I" ,he
81g Man and Iri •• Ih. cure
Iflilolion IIOh'
10f vau "

HUlA tiOOP NIGHl 12
11
TRICK NIGHT
1 hoop win a bog 01 Iri • •
Card trick win a bog 01
3 hoop' win a burg.,
Irht' Coin trick win ()
Senior
Clth.n I hoop win a
burg.r Mok. yoursell
br.o!..lall
dl,opp.or w in a br.okloll
6pm 9pm
6 p m9 p n'
Vou'"o 'lo ,leod ou,
'Our FII • • '0 Flah Is oul a l
employ .... . gregorlou' olld
'Ight ,
brlghl
It', .rulv 0 COHo 10"' 0 01
I,. the McDonald. 'VIUt",
bile '
'0 IUtOI you rlgh' "

11",

Dystrophy, many Tekes holding
important offices in campus
organizations, and an all-house
GPA that ranked first and
fourth among all UMR
fraternities for the last two
semesters. On the International
level, Tau Kappa Epsilon ran a
Coast-To-Coast Keg Roll from
Boston to Los Angeles to benefit
their philanthrophy, St. Jude's
Children's Research Hospital
which was founded by Danny
Thomas , a Teke from Toledo,
Ohio.

!\U 88 lE GUM NIG HI

6

1 ' bubble win a bog 01
I rle~ 3'" bubble win a
bU lger . S· bubble win a
br.ok lOII
6pm 9 ,) m
W. go , , hoke. lundae.
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Man and Irle, '
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burgQf 5" bubble win 0
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6pm qpm
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vou'll 00 0 WllllUtl
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e.

GOLOF N ARCHES CLU II 7
Rav Riggs , Ro llo', lomoul 8
Archl. (CA 110). MV
plumb.r , no t.d lor hi'
punctual it y f.c.l",ed a call
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Egg M c~u fl ln. plu. Olher Items So,
du\l 011 Ihe old Sh.rlock Ho lm., cop. mo gllllying
glou and plpo , Vo u moy bo th. o n • .

McCHICKEN CONTEST WINNERS
h. Ploc.· leotlo SI ....e", 2nd Ploc • •LOfty Farnham

3rd Ploc. Borrv Sage .. th Ploce·louro NI.ml
5th Ploc.·Su. Doney

UMR BOOSTER CLUI
No m.ollng Sep ' 3. lobar Day Re gu lar me.ting
.... ery MondaV 12 noon
tho Un l".nl ly C.n t.r
Help nlo!..e Ihls tho lorgeit m.rnb.n h lp 0 1 oct
'uPPo".n 01011 time Due. $1 5 per yoor For In lo
caU JerrV 80yll .. , 3 .. 1, .... 6.2 ,

a.

I".

UMR INTRAMURALS
Man A thl. t. 0 1 the W.ek . Men'. T.om a lIne
Wee!.. , Worno" A, hl. ' e 0 1 .k. Woek , a nd Women',
r eam 0 1 Ihe We.k
Wlnnon poued In McDonald I

ROllA HIGH BOOSTER CLUB
BIRn lOAV PARTI[S I ..
WO ca l.r '0 all age. No
1",.1 No Iflunl all 1.111
3"1 ·1 180 05k lor Shoro n or
monogur
McDonald'. bir thday (o,",.u
ova liable lor home portl.I

15
Th.I. or. ,o .... n
ooe. 01 womell .
The baby . the girl ,
Ihe t.onog.r ,
the Voullg woman ,
.h. vo ... ng won'Ofl .
the you ng woman .
()nd tho Vou ng won,all

Need. vour support Join up now, H. lp m ok. ou r
othlo"c program the be" In tho itat.

22

fho 'folio Aroa Chopl.r 0 1 NSA wi ll h "0 Sem inar
on Com mun lco .ionl a . the Manor Inn on
Sop •• mbor 12 Iro m 3 30 8 30 p m . 05 Ih.'f
r.gulnr monthly moe tlng E.... rvollo In",lled
10 o llelld

Ch lldron oro heredl torv II your por.nu dldn t
ho". (my chance, are you won't ol ther

CANDLeliGHT DINNERS
Sia l I Sop' ombor W . 1979 bV popu lor r.q uo.'

SECRETARY OF THE MONTH

GLENDOllN BETI . CPS
SECRETARIES CORNER

CREW IIRTHOA YS
S'gn Siolle
Virgo Sopph".
Virgo Sa pph ire
Virgo Sopph lre
Vlfgo Sapphire
Virgo Sopph".
Virgo Sopph lr.

CREWPERSON OF THE MONTH

ROGER LAMBETH
FOR GRADE & JUNIOR HIGH

,i
I

;•
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THE MOVE IS ON TO NATIONALI
NEW L .W PRICES ON GUARANTEEQ"OUA
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1 ~~~:~~~;;.rBeef I sli~;~ri;con IY:~~~T~~keys
I
51
rti. ,, 51
8
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SUPER
SPEC't.\.
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,
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SUPER
SPEClt.\.
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.

SUPER
SPEClt.\.
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,
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MAYROSE

'~ ~'"

Pork Loin

$1 .59
W,,5

$1. 59
W,,5

Lb.

.

Lb.

CHUCK QUALITY
2 L8 S. ~ MORE LS. 11 .6i

I

FUll' COOK'.

Shank
Portion

@
®l
89~

H

am
t..

_00'·' ....." ..
~~:. U;s~~

l~ 98 c

WHOI.I FJI'f'D1 MUST La. ', . I'

,,'259

COUNTRY STYLE AIItS .... SI . 1i

=iiiSQ .;';.. ...

.
Chuck Steaks

CHUC K ROAST 0fII

Sirloin Steak

,.518

79 J

IUTT POO"ON".

' I TOZ2lB.AVERA O£

USOA
""DECUY

Pork Chops

c

C

. '

~;:.'

7'C@=;"1(

ItIll£f . ...'"OS1OAUHNL .....

SAlSA.. 0;;: 5

2~Z.fIOlll2.lt

,,5179

,~148

BONELESS CENTER CUT LB. 12."

CENTER CUT LB. SL6I

1

59

All \lAAJCnU. IANOU£T

D e UT I;l£I"

ORA "'Y. \I!EAl PAI'\MtOIAN.

STUFFtD 'ff'HlII OIIC ........ GI

@'
....__' ' '. . . .'''' ' .....
-:t:. 1'
SJ~~

u~

49

c

Lb .

• CUT UP I TRAY PACKED LB . SiC

UNDER 2 lSS. ll. S,."

~ $I"

IllAl IIITIIDS

Whole Fryers

Boneless Beef Slaw

5f!'

Wines &Liquors
SPECIAL
INTRODUCTORY OFFER

Stag
Be er
~:.:~~ 5139

LADY VICTO RIA
Fine Crystal Slemware
Imported from Fra nce

VINE-RIPENED

JUICY

Cantal oupe

Jonathan
Apples

@l. ··S9C

Cans

~99c

Sin

~" 'mb'79C
S9

Red, White 12 12-0'. 5259
Blue Beer
c'"'

Sin

" .4-0'.
Bottle

5S38

Qu."
Bollie

5488

Qu."
Bollie

5378

25.4·" .

51 78

lull'

Lb · 5 9

Bag

Sin

5@." 6g c®
5 .,. 7gc
6
Brocco rI Spears ",
gc '" lb.5g c
5100
69,4
5
Sweet Corn

RUSSET. BA KING

~ Potato es

189

\!020-Lb.5

80 PROOF STRAIGHT

Hill & Hill
Bourbon

8 "", 98C
lb. 49C

c

PLUMP JUICY KERNELS

86 PROOF

1&B
Scotch

Tokay
Grapes

CALIFORNIA. ICY-fRESH

l .. g.
S l l~

P;Jd

ICEBERG

Lettuce

3 .""'51
la

S IU

',mb'69
Si ze

80PROOF

Popov
Vodka
Bavarian Cream
Sherry

Bottle

i

CANADIAN

L AR GE SIZE

Kra ft
Dole
JUIC'
rapple Bananas Peaches

BARDENHEIR

90 Z PKG

89 Cl~S 51 S9 C

PRICES GOOD IN OUR ROLLA MO.
STORE ONLY!

WA S J9C L8

@ Sprite or Coke

POU ND

8pk .·
16 oz . btls .

~

WHITE' DECORATED, DESIGNER OR ASSORTED

~

WHITE OR ASSORTED

\!V Bounty Towels

~~ Charm in Tissue

~

FOR DISHES

~

DOWNY

t,ey .Fabric Softener

ml

~~

Squash

POUND

POUND

WAS 29C

:;:;:

L~~yt

~~~I~

ACORN OR
BUTTERNUT

Ruta·
bagas

I

'tEiiW 'IS·iii·· ······6

.[
, .:;:~
• !!~ \ FREEl ia
)

0_11-01 C. .. G<_

6ge

ggt
gge

51 99

~ DUNCAN HINES

®

Pudding Cake Mix

~ GREEN GIANT

\~ Asparagus Spears

~

......
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.

•••••••••••••••••••••

Egg
Plant

lS I'2-<>z·89t
Pkg.

15-<>z. 51 49
Can

3 -<>z.5109
-m\
('~ Whole Green Beans 2 16-<>z· 79 t
51°°
. ~ Niblets Corn
4
GREEN GIANT CREAM OR WHOLE

~ Golden Corn

17
Cans

GREEN GIANT

Cans
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The MinerTakes A Look

At The Newman Center
By MIKE BLANKE

What is the Newman Center?
The Newman Center is the big,
yellow "glow in the dark" house
located on the corner of 10th and
Main streets in Rolla. The
actual building is the place of
repose for Dean Eubanks, a
junior in Geology, and Duane
Fischer, a sophomore studying
Aerospace Engineering. It's
basically a place for students at
UMR to gather and share experiences and create and build
friendships in a peaceful and
happy atmosphere. Newman is
not a club, but rather is a
community of individuals who
are free to come and go, get
involved, or just be there.
Who then, can be "a part of ?"
The Newman Center gladly
welcomes with open arms
anyone and everyone who would
like to share and love and help
others in living a Christian life.
Although a majority of the
people involved with the
Newman Center at UMR are

Catholic, this most certainly is
not solely considered as
grounds for involvement. The
Newman Kids are not overly
pious people either - they don't
walk around carrying Bibles
and saying the Rosary constantly. They're just normal
people like you and I; but...they
are excited about their religion
and their faith and (their) life.
The second floor of the
Newman Center has the personal offices of Fr. Jim
Wieberg,
Mrs .
Lorene
Lueckenhoff, and Miss Marie
McLain. These three individuals take care of the administrative
duties
for
Newman . Fr. Jim's official title
is Pastor of Catholic Community on Campus and he also
is Associate Pastor at St.
Patrick's Church here in Rolla.
He is beginning his fourth year
as Pastor at the Newman
Center. Lorene Lueckenhoff,
mother of Ken and Mike (two
prominent UMR PiKA's in their
own time), is the new secretary

for the Newman Center. She is labor this past summer.
much more than just a
During the Fall and Winter,
paperwork lady, though, as is the Newman Kids cut, haul, and
evidenced by the constant flow deliver countless numbers of
of friends to and from her office cords to needy people in the
throughout the day. Then there Rolla area. The Newman
Marie. Marie McLain is Center works closely with the
perhaps the best person around welfare office on the project and
for students to talk with when is supported by the United
problems arise and friendly Ministries in Higher Education.
Some important dates to
advice is sought. She has just
graduated from Benedictine remember :
Sept. 15 - Current River
College in Minnesota, and is
presently volunteering a year of Canoe Trip
Sept. 21-22 _ Reps. sent to
her life to Campus Ministry at
UMR. Marie, who grew up in MCCMA retreat in Columbia,
the northern loony state of Mo.
10,000 lakes, has been justly
Sept. 28-30 Weekend
.
given the title "Pure Minister" Retreat at Rechtein's
Dates have not yet been set
or "Peer Minister."
The Newman Center is for the following activities:
governed and represented by a hayride, bonfire, spook house,
group of 15 individuals on the Thanksgiving Dinner, Big Kid's
Newman Council. These people Christmas Party.
work very hard to organize
On~ of the most exciting and
events, activiites, etc. for worthwhile ideas to take shape
Newman but they need YOUR in recent years is the Friendhelp to do a good job. They need ship Groups, which will be
your ideas, time, and talents. starting very soon. All students
Bonnie Boland is the chair- are invited to become a part of
person (364~9903) who leads a . small groups (five-six people)
group of 10 other students, Fr. which will meet for a mere one
Jim, Lorene, Marie, and Hardy hour per week on a ' set afPottinger, faculty advisor. A ternoon. The multi-purposes of
leader's job is to serve the the friendship groups are to
made available the opportunity
people, not vice versa.
The Newman Community for forming challenging, supjoins together several times a porting, and lasting relationweek to celebrate Catholid ships.Fr.JimorMariewillbea
Mass. Mass on Sunday is at member of each group. If you
10:00 a.m. in St. Pat's Hall - are interested, even in the
located behind the church. We slightest bit, please contact
also have mass every Wed- Marie or Lorene at the Newman
nesday night at 10:00 p.m. and Center as soon as possible (364every Tuesday noon at 12:30 2133). Is one hour a week too
p.m. - both are at the Newman much to give for a friend?
Center itself. These masses
Fr. Jim may be reached
during the week are excellent many times at the Newman
opportunities to break up the Center, or' you can try st.
monotony of studying and meet Patrick's Church (364-1435). He
some new people. Hope you can is attempting to attract and
stop by for mass every once in a involve the young marrieds on
while ,
campus as well as divorced
Other activities include the individuals to join as at
garage renovation project and Newman,
The Newman Center may not
periodic "Woodcuts." The soonto-be completed garage will be be for you, but on the other hand
a lounge for quiet study and it may be! You'll never know
meditation. Thanks to Marc unless you try! Jesus says,
Warden, Roger Nichting, and "Come and See ... "
Mr, Nichling for all their long
and hard enthusiastic hours of
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Shadowglow Lighfly

Groundwoves
Hail and farewell. I'm not
even suposed to be writing this,
but Two Sheds hasn't even
shown up on campus for a
couple of weeks or so and
somebody has to do it for him.
Nobody knows what happened
to him but we aren't getting too
bent out of shape over it.
This week looks really good
musically. Saturday night
there's gonna be a coffeehouse
featuring Billy Haymes, who I've
seen in Columbia a couple of
times and enjoyed el mucho. He
plays a lot of his own stuff, but
lots of everybody else's too.
When I saw him he played
guitar, mandolin, and piano.
Wouldn't it be great if they
could have him out on the
hockey puck also?
Tonigh t
will
be
Improvisa tions with Dave
Strahorn from 10 until 2 a .m .

who'll bring you some great
jazz. Sunday's Soul Show will
feature the album Motor Booty
Affair by Parliament at 5 p.m.
Sun at 6 p .m . will be Blues for
Rolla with Dr. De and Prof.
Randy. I'd Love to Change the
World will discuss Rolla streets
on Mon. night at 7:30p.m . which
will be followed by New Wave
with one hour of the group
Squeeze at 9 .m. The Rolling
Bozo Review Presents will have
The Soft Parade by the Doors at
12 midnight on Mon.
Our Artist Feature will be the
Rolling Stones as brought to you
by Kevin Williams on Tues. at 10
p.m . Uncle Dave will bring you
the music of Columbia's Cathy
Barton with the album Movin'
on Down the River - on the
Bluegrass Variety Show, Wed.
at 4 p.m. Some of you may have
caught Cathy here in Rolla on

cnn p l-bna

occasion. The week wraps up
with Ward and his album
feature, New Chataqua by Pat
Metheny on Thurs. the 20th at 10
p.m. or so.
lt looks like a great week as I
said, especially with the first
round of tests over with and
such. And if you're into the
coffeehouse scene be sure to
check out Bill Haymes on Sat.
night.
One last thing. I don't want
you to go out of your way or
anything , but try to keep an eye
out for Two Sheds. By the time
he makes it back from
wherever he's been, his perception of reaJi ty could be
distorted and you could imagine
what that would be like; so
beware brother, beware.
BTYP
Bo Sleffen
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Flutterdown, flutter
Down
In the twilight's lilies
Fal,ling through.
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Sleet around, misty
Gown
With the sunbright tosses
Never do.
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Summer old, summer
Blue
At a quiet glade crossing
Autumn dew.
Speaking cold, speaking
New
From a spangle-jade willing
Empty, too.
Folding live, fo lding
Blind
And It's full speed ahe .. 1'
_ Fa lling through
Copr. 1979, Claude Crain
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Alpha Omeg a Player s Prese nt

IIJe nny The Ma il-O rde r Bri de"
"Jenny the Mail-Or der artor-audience interplay
is also
Bride," an olde-time American American
melodra ma, along
meiodra ma, will be presente d with lots of action, exciteme
nt,
by Student Union Board on Fri- suspens e-and a happy
ending.
day , Sept. 14, 8:00 p.m . in a
production performed by the
widely- travelle d touring
The production is sponsored
compan y, the Alpha-O mega by the UMR Student Union
Players of Rockport, Texas, at Board and everyone is invited to
Centennial Hall.
corne and hiss the villain, applaud the fair heroine, and
This form of melodra ma is a shout encourag ement to the
strictly indigeno us , uniquely brave hero. There is no charge.
American form of theater. It is
found in the dramatic literaIn
the
Alpha-O mega
ture of no other country. In its production, the lovely orphan,
beginnin gs in the mid- Jenny, a fastidious sweatshop
nineteenth century, this type of girl, rides a stagecoach West to
melodra ma, such as "Ten become the mail-ilrder bride of
Nights in a Bar-Room," was Lt. Ernest Straytonta1l, the
taken quite seriousl y by brave but naive hero who rides
audienc es who hissed the with the U.S. Cavalry. Ashamed
villain, cheered the hero and of her heritage, Jenny has insympath ized audibly with the vented another personality for
heroine as they entered into the
spirit of the age-illd struggle
between good and evil. Today's
audience tends to see the fun
and fooJishness in a style of
theater which seems somewhat
incongruous in its black and
white interpret ation of human
nature and human behavior . So
while the "moral" is always
there, audiences respond with
good-humored raillery at the
outlandi sh goings-iln . With
audience ' participa ting setting
the tone for the entertain ment
there is probably no form of
amusem ent more satisfying to
the general audience.

herself, that of a high-born
society
girl,
Jasamin e
Demares t. On the stagecoach,
her secret is discovered by the
villain, Alonza T. Flicks. By
threatening exposure , he forces
the fair Jenny to become one of
his saloon girls. Love and virtue
triumph in the end when the
manly cavalry officer and his
buddy, Cactus Bell, ride to the
rescue.
"Jenny" was written by
Rosema ry
Fair ,
writer,
director and star of the internatio nally famous long
Branch Variety Show in Dodge
City, Kans. She also wrote the
music which accompanies the
play.
With you? For only $1.50?

( Photo by Schaeff er)

We 've pu t ou rse lve s in yo ur pla ce so
• • yo u can pu t yo urs elv es in ou rs

"Jenny" is a modern version
of the "old" melodra ma, a type
represen ted
by .
"The
Drunkar d," first written for a
small cast, but produced by
P .T. Barnum in 1842 with a cast
of 1500, including elephants!
The " new" melodra ma carne
along during the Civil War, its
beginning traceable to the great
French-I rish-American writeractor, Dion Boucicault. The
plays were grandly and
elaborat ely
staged .
In
Boucicault's "The Poor of New
York," an entire tenemen t
house is burned down .
" Shenand oah," by Bronson
Howard , has one scene
depicting the firing on Fort
Sumter, another the Battle of
Bull - Run, with General
Sheridan riding his white
charger on stage, and other
massive and costly scenes. In
"The Heart of Maryland," the
hero is about to be shot as a spy
on order of the villain, who is
himself in love with the heroine.
The hero escapes, and in order
to prevent the alarm from being
sounded, Maryland climbs to
the church tower, and just as
the bell startsto ring, leaps out
and grabs the giant clapper, her
soft and lovely body swinging
back and forth to muffle the
sound of the bell . Tha t is
American melodra ma .
In the Alpha-Omega Players
production of "Jenny," if a
characte r should step to the
front and ask : "Will Alonzo T.
Flicks succeed in dragging
Jenny into a life of shame?" a
good audience would answer in
one voice , " No!! !" If the
question should be " Will Lt.
Straytontall and Cactus Bell
save Jenny from Alonzo's
clutches? " The answer would
' be a resounding "Yes!! !" Such

NAM E: Boein g Wich ita Comp any
ADDR ESS: 4300 E. MacA rthur Rd..
CITY AND SBTE : Wich ita, KaDs as 6721 0
PERS ONA L HIST ORY

The Boeing Wichit a Compa ny has been
in Wichit a for over 50 years. Boeing Wichit a
has built bombe rs for our country 's defense :
B-29 Superf ortress es,jet B-47's, and the
interco ntinen tal B-52. Produc tion line items
at Boeing Wichit a include the comple te
fuselag e and tail section s for the 737 and
selecte d assemb lies for models 707, 727, and
74 7. Compo nen ts of the new genera tion
commercial airliners 757 and 767 will also
be produc ed at Boeing Wichit a, along with a
continu ing B-52 and KC-135 modifi cation
progra m.

THE JOB

Challen ging engine ering career
openin gs exist NOW at Boeing Wichit a
Compa ny on a numbe r of long range
progra ms involvi ng advanc ed aircraf t
system s. High techno logy progra ms include :
Air Launch ed Cruise Missile s Integra tion,
Offensi ve and Defens ive AvioniCS System s,
Weapo n System s 'frainer s, Autom ated Test
Equipm ent and many more.

THE LOCA !rIOlf

Discov er Midwe st living. You'll find a
friendl y neighb orhood enviro nment in a
Metrop olitian area. With close-t o-work
living, smog-f ree four season clima~e and
plenty of recreat ional activiti es, Wichit a is
waiting to provide you with an inform al
atmosp here as you begin your engine ering
career at Boeing/Wichi ta.

The Boeing recruiter will be on campus: September 24 and 25
Schedu le intervi ews throug h
your school placem ent office.

II O EI N &
WICHITA COMPANY

An Equal Opportun ity Employer M/F
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a potpourri of ide
All students study, but I study students. And in my
observations of this fascinating specie I have noticed
the many ways college students act when receiving a
graded test paper . Recently I began cataloguing these
individuals according to their style in approaching the
professor and fellow students during that fatal hour
the exam is returned. H~re are my resultant
stereotypes:
The Public Domain Approach:
This character can't wflit for you to get your test
paper so he can broadcast your score to the rest of the
class . His most famous comment is, "Whatcha get,
huh? ' Whatcha, whatcha get? Come on. tell me whatcha get? Aw, it ain't that bad, is it? Whatcha
get?" If you refuse to divulge your test results, he
concludes you've flunked. If you submit to his
demands, he informs one class member of your grade
for every point you were below the class average.
The Run Silent, Run Deep Approach :
This guy always gets the highest grade in the class
without showing the least bit of emotion . In fact, the
professor could give him 200 points out of 100 and he'd
still accept the paper yawning . Usually you'll find this
individual in a class where the grades fall from his 97
to a second highest of 71 . He's not too difficult to spot
though since he' s the only one in the room not sear ching the other desks for a 97 paper .
The Consolation Prize Approach:
This one invariably sits down next to you the day the
instructor returns your worst exam of the year. As you
try to spend a few silent moments brooding over your
34, our "friend " sympathized with you by saying,
" Gee, had a little trouble with the quiz, didn't ya?
Well, it's only the second we' ve had . Ther e's still a
couple more. And we've got the final too, you know .
You don't have a thing to worry about. I hear this
professor gets easier during the semester. Course, the
average on this quiz was 89, but ... " By the time he
finishes his consolatory speech, you're ready to cram
the test paper down his throat.
The Dame Fortune Smiles Approach:
This character prides himself in Dever studying for
an exam. Most of the time he fights to get the class
average, but on that one freak chance when he pulls
the second highest grade in the room you manage to
sit near him. "I can't believe it!" he cries, shaking
your arm. "I went to a movie last night and, well, if he
had asked anything else . I wouldn't have had a
chance." And you, of course, studied all week for the
quiz and barely made a C.
.
The "It's Not Whether You Win or Lose, But How You
Play the Game" Approach:
This fella fle.ver makes an exam grade below 95 and
can always' be found talking to the professor after
class. Somehow he manages to find a minor answer
marked wrong which might be debatable enough to
successfully argue for an additional point or two. More
often than not, the professor accepts his case and
raises his grade . He wouldn't be such an irritating
animal if it weren't for the fact that you missed a lot
more questions than he did and couldn't find one damn
answer worth arguing about.
The Perry Mason Approach:
This boy isn ' t patient enough to wait for the
professor's remarks about the exam . He'd much
rather get the information directly from you . "how'd
you answer number three?" he asks .
"I didn't get it either ," you reply.
"Lemme see your test." he demands grabbing the
pa per off you r desk.
"It's not right," you insist.
"Oh. that's okay . I only wanna see how you did it."
Generally you tolerate his polite manner but don't
particularly appreciate it when he announces, "Hey,
the prof . added your quiz up wrong - you should have
gotten a 62 not an 82."
The In Medias Res Approach:
This individual innocently accepts his average test
paper with dignity and concern. He's a man hoping to
gain that additional knowledge in which the exam
found him deficient . He isn ' t concerned about your
grade and believes you shouldn't be concerned with
his And he plans to leave the course with something
more than a letter from A to F . There's only one un fortunate thing about this approach, and that ' s
r ealizing you ' re not using it .

EDITOR'S NOTE
this column originally appeared In the 1968 Missouri
Miner. At that time It ran for several years and then was
discontinued. Occasionally we will reprint Items from those
columns. Material for this column can be dropped In the
Miner Box In T-1.

They say the key to good grades is to relax and have a good time. Four-points for aliI I I
( Photo by Fa rley)

Ediletters
Dear Editor ,
It was interesting that "Five
Years Ago Today" made the
front page. Since I arrived on
campus in June 1971, I suspect I
fall into Miss Henrietta's class
of "professional students".
During the last eight years I
have observed the anti-war
movement on campus (Did you
know there was one?), the installation
of
women's
restrooms, the "Don't BotherI'm a UMR Coed" shirts, the
destruction and construction of

SHOTOKAN·
KARATE
of Rolla

364·7428

the sidewalks, several chancellors, streaking, the Iranian
Students Association with its
never-ending supply of petitions
(Where are they now?), and a
bookstore. It's been quite a
circus, an education; but isn't
that why we are called a
UNIVERSity? Because there is
a little of everything, room for
different opinions, people, don't
we all prosper? Isn't that a part
of what we all came for? I would
imagine that if we could ask
Miss Henrietta today she would
say she learned something from
the football hero, the Black

Power dude, the professional
student, and even the freshmen
(I once was passing in front of
the Library and overheard two
freshmen discussing the
whereabouts' of the Library.
Everything considered, it was a
damn good question.). Today,
and five years ago today, I feel
that there is room here for all of
us ... including the Mrs. Majors
(She does ' exist) and Miss
Henrietta.
Jim Conrad
S.N. 29199

rQuAiiTv
CLEANERS I '
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EXPERT CLEANING REASONABLY PRICED
, 108 W. 7th St. , Rolla. Mo. 6540)
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PROCTER & GAMBLE
will present an informal seminar in the M .E. Auditorium on

Monday, Sept. 17, 1979

at 4:30 p.m.
Recent graduates from 5 divisions will
discuss career opportunities in
Engin eer ing , Manufacturing Management , and Research & Development

Procter & Gamble managers will also be in attendance at Missouri Industry
Day on Tuesday, September 18, 1979, in the UMR Multi-Purpose Building.
Thi s seminar is open to all UMR students.

rn
m

'Ill
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Monty
Python's
I/ life Of Brian' I
To Be Released Soon

Details Next Week

Graham Chapman, as Brian, fleeing for his life from the
Romans, is about to land safely and feet first on the head of
mendicant Michael Palin, plying his trade in an ancient
Judean marketplace in this scene from "Monty Python's
Life of Brian," a HandMade Films presentation of a Warner
Bros.-Orion - Pictures release through Warner Bros.

The Monty Python troupe gets itself all together during a
break in filming their latest epic, "Monty Python's Life of
Brian ." From left to right: Terry Jones, Terry Gilliam,
Graham Chapman, Eric Idle, John Cleese and Michael
Palin - the stars as well as the writers of the film .
Produced by John Goldstone and directed by Terry Jones,
the HandMade Films presentation is a Warner BroS.-Orion
Pictures release through Warner Bro!!.

,

I
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SUB Coffeehouse _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Bill Haymes
By JJ}:RRY WEILAND
Saturday , September 15,
Student Union Board will
. present a coffeehouse featuring
songwriter , musician, entertainer and storyteller, Bill
Haymes. Originally from a
rural area of southwest
Missouri, he began playing
music at age 13, guided by two
uncles and his fiddle-playing
grandfather. Mter trying a
variety of sounds and musical
styles through high school and
college, Bill started a solo
career in 1972; his major instruments are guitar and piano.
In four years of playing
professionally , he has performed
(and
conducted
workshops) on college campuses in 23 states, from Hawaii
to New Hampshire, with as
many as seven
return
engagements at some schools.
Bill has twice performed at the
Kerrville Folk Festival, a
Texas-based festival oriented
toward songwriters; there, in
1975, he won a writing award for
two of his songs, "New York
City Cowboy," and "Just Like
You:" Both songs, along with
eight others, are included in an
album of his original material,
released in January, 1976
(Resist Records 202).

His own songs - ranging
from the light and humorous
" Lounge Lizard's Lament" to
the somber and lovely "Toward
the Attainment of Wisdom" make up half his repertoire. The
remainder comes from the
music of Bill's favorite
songwriters: Paul Siebel,
Jackson Browne, Leonard
Cohen, Randy Newman, and
others.
Bill Haymes' performances
are distinguished by a sense of
completeness. The songs and
stories intertwine, the music
and
the ' humor
flow
together ... and, through the
warmth and music extended to
them, shared with them, the
audience is drawn into the
movement and feeling of the
evening. His performances
have been described as "a quiet
celebration, a peaceful telling of
tales through humor that the
audience can share."
"Bill Haymes has a better
rapport with an audience than
any coffeehouse performer I
have seen; that includes not
only those we have hosted, but
also those I have seen perform
elsewhere." - Guy Conway,
Program Advisor University of
Missouri at Columbia.
The performance will be held
at 8:00 p.m. in St. Pat's
Ballroom.

Horoscope?

FORUM II
Hairstyling
Men's £I Women's

Styling
Long or Short
We give the look you want
with complete control.

VIRGO: (Aug. 23.sept. 22) Do
GEMINI: (May 21-June 20)
not engage in any animal sex Your love life will do a flip-flop
Missouri Hairstyling
today. H planning on going to allowing you a new perspective.
lab, call your mother.
Avoid the phrase: "Are you
Champion
1973, 1974, 1975,
LIBRA: (Sept. 23-Oct. 22) H done yet?"
and
1978
your math teacher speaks
For Appointment
TAURUS: (April 2o-May 20)
English coherently, advance
341-2668
directly to "Go" and collect . Don't back into a fan , unless you
Tues.-Fr;' 9-5:30
$200. Hang loose with your enjoy singing Bee-Gee's .
/
Sat. 8-4:00
kharma.
Quaaludes forever.
o
1431 Hauck Drive Raila. MO
SCORPIO: (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
ARIES: (March 21-April 19)
You will meet a gorgeous red- Good girls don't, but you should.
headed Sagittarius tomorrow. Give Taurus a helping hand(s).
Pass everyone you meet on the
left - it'll hide the thin side of
your mustache.
SAGITTARIUS: (Nov. 22Dec. 21) When a horny Scorpio
snakes on you tomorrow, flirt a
On campus interviews:
little, milk him for new wheels,
then kick his butt out the door.
September 25-26
AQUARIUS: (Jan. 2o-Feb.
18) Go placidly amidst the noise
At General Dynamics in Fort Worth, we have long-tern
and haste and remember what
programs that offer a challenge to the engineering
peace there may be in silence.
professional. If you are looking for an opportunity to work
As far as possible, without
on such projecfs as the F--16 Muttirole Fighter or
surrender, be on good terms
advanced aircraft and electronic programs, then
with all persons.
CANCER: (June 21-July 22)
General Dynamics is looking for you.
Avoid sneezing at critical
Sign up now for an appOintment at your
moments - especially long
placement office.
term investments in family
matters. Seek professional help
GENERAL OVNAMICS
and keep appointments when
"walking on air."
Fort Worth Division
CAPRICORN: (Dec. 22-Jan.
19) Wear mistletoe on your
coattail. For a good time, call
341-4235.
LEO : (July 23 to Aug. 22)
Beware of Virgos walking with
a Gemini because they are
lOOking for a third . Stay clear of
Cancers and be nice to an Aries.
PISCES: (Feb . 19 to March
20 ) Being born in the sign of
fluids , you should drink one for
a dormy nerd, one for the stinky
Greek, one for the foriegn TA's,
then join the Board.

High Flying
Opportunity.

S
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Un de r Wa ter Ad ve ntu re
SCUBA diving often holds the
key to the locked world of underwater adventur e.
If the possibility of hanging
weightlessly over a coral reef,
photographing brightly-eolored
fish and spearing your evening
meal sounds appealing, the
University of Missouri-Rolla's
Open Water and Advance d
Open Water SCUBA certification program s are for you.
Presente d by the Continuing
Educati on Departm ent at
UMR, the Open Water course
will cost $75, with the advanced
portion costing $65. Textbook
material s will be furnished with
the first 24 applicants admitted
to the first course ·and the first
12 admitted to the latter.
A cash enclosure or check
should accompa ny application
and be sent to Bill Kratzer,
UMR Continu ing Educati on ,
University of Missouri-Rolla,

Rolla, Mo. 65401. The first
program is open to all persons
12 years or older who are interested in learning SCUBA
skills. No previous certifica tes
are required or needed in the
Open Water course, but stuents
should be average or above
swimme rs.
Advance d course students
should have an Open Water
Certificate or equivalent from
other organizations.
Instruct ion for the Open
Water SCUBA will begin at 6:30
p.m., Sept. 14 with students
reporting to the classroom,
lower level, of the Gale Bullman
Multi-Purpose Building . Class
dates are Sept. 15, 16, 22 and 23
with open water dives on Sept.
29 and 30.

Each class meeting will
consist of three hours of instruction in the pool during the
mor nings , three hours of
classroom work in the afternoons and three hours of
classroom work on the evening
of Sept. 14 only.
The advance d classes will
consist of four , three-ho ur
lectures from 5:30-9 :30 p.m. in
the Multi-Pu rpose Building
Classroom Sept. 15-16, 22-23.
Five Open'wa ter dives will be
held Septemb er 29-30.
Equipme nt at pool sissions
will be furnished, with students
thereafte r furnishing their own
mask, snorkel, fins, regulato r,
tank, wet suit, weight belt, and
buoyan cy compen sa tor .
Buoyancy compens ators will be
required for all dives.
For more informa tion ,
contact Kratzer at (314) 3414200 .

Re tu rn s To Th e De ep
Glenda Hensley of Rolla likes
" I wouldn't get in the water
to be in hot water, or any kind of for my first certification checkwater, for that matter. She's a out dive ," she says. "I was
newly certified SCUBA diver, afraid. I was used to the UMR
officially proclaim ed so after pool, and the-lake was entirely
Bill Kratzer' s University of different. The pool is a conMissou ri-Roll a
SCUBA trolled situation ; the lake isn't.
program , and she can't wait to The second time, I jumped right
progress from the U¥R pool in and did my certification
and Lake Norfork to the ocean. requirem ents, like : surface
diving , under water
" I've been SCUBA diving maneuvering and navigation,
since February and became buddy breathin g, and free and
certified in July. At first I did it contrQlled ascent and descent. "
because my husband, Roger,
did. Now, it's because I'm crazy
She likes to see the wildlife in
about it.
lakes - says fish will eat out of

II Cl as sif ied

Ads~

your hands. But she thinks the
ocean will provide even better
underwa ter shows for her to
see, and she wants to
photograph them .
Has she ever found ,underwate r treasure ? " Roger
found a razor," she laughs.
When she comes back to the
.
real world, she's secretary in
the UMR Office of Public
Info~mation, and Roger is
serVIce manager for Ryder
Truck Rental in Rolla. That is,
until the weekends, when they
return to the deep.

1 HORSE
BOOK SHOP

Prepare d for class ...or --maybe anticipa ting Hurrica ne
"Freder ick"? Chances are he's smarter than that and he
knows class will be a snow job.
(Photo by Far.ley)
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BILLIE-JACK'S
Downtown
11th & Pine
All Your IiIL7 Needs

Used paper backs , com ics, records & tapes
Bought , sold & traded

207 W. 11th
1/, block east of Univ .

t make jewelry I need to sell to help cover costs at University
. see

John Campus Club Room 10.

Center Parking lot

364·2244

Anyone i nterested in a v acuum cleaner, please contact
Bil l. He
has one heavy duty model left supported by many visual
aids. For
free home demo. contact Patty. (Bill's keeper).
For Sale : H P· 19C (continuou s memory). Up to 392 keystrokes
of
programm ing. Hand held with thermal printing . Call AI
~ i amant
at 364·7176.
Haircuts 52.50 (afros only) . Also, 9 volt transister batteries
and " 0 " batter ies for sale·$.20 ea . Contact Wimpy at 364
·9968 for
more informatio n.
.
For Sale : TI 58 Programm able Calculator . New, purchased
in
July . Up to aso step program or up to 60 memory registers
. Per·
sonal Programm ing book included. $95. See Eugene Chapman
at
102 Farrar Hall or call 364·9945 .

A G irl Ne ve r Fo rg ets
H er Fi rs t Di am on d

~
'.'t'

".-;'.4'

Found: Pair of protective eye goggles. See Receptio,!
ist 105
Rolla Bldg .

~

14<

B pU D O 'S
MONDAY NIGHT FOOTBALL
ON BIG SCREEN

Dan cing Thurs., Fri. & Sat.
9:30 to 1:00 341·2110

A girl's first d iamond is like her first love . Someth ing
special. Somethi ng to
be cherishe d for a long , long time . We have a beautifu
l collect ion of " first
diamond s," each one impe ccably designe d and reasona
bly priced . G ive her
her f i r st d iam o nd . She' ll never f o r get y ou .
/

--=::::::::.~:::::::::::-
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6s ley

gewelry

7 15 Pine Street Rolla , MO
Telep hone 364 -2 142
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THURSDAY
SHOWCASE ' 80
Show' case '80 will be held or. September 13, from 8:00 a.m .
to 5 : 00 p.m. ir. the St. Pat's Ballroom. This all day affair Is
desigred to give the studer.ts of UMR an Idea of the
orgarizatior.s and club represented or. campus. Stop in
betweer. classes and browse a little. An old ar.d r.ew interest

awaits you .

CHI EPSILON SMOKER
On Thursday, September 13 at 7 :00 p. m . In room 217 of the
Civil Enaineerina Build i ng, Chi Epsilon, National Civil
Engineering Honor Society, will have a Smoker. All memo
bers are urged to attend and meet prospective pledges.
Refreshments wi ll be served.
MEETING OF INTERCOLLEGIATE KNIGHTS
There will be a meeting of the Intercollegiate Kn ights on
Thursday, September 13, at 7:00 p.m ., in the Meremac Room.
UMR PISTOL CLUB
The UMR Pistol Club will hold it's meetings every Monday
and Thursday at7 :00 p. m. at the range in the basement of T ·Z
(the ROTC building) located between the UMR library and
the Electrical Engineering building. All interested persons
are welcome. Pis t ols are provided and ammunition is supplied at dealer cost. No experience Is necessary.
INTERESTED IN THEATRE?
The fourth meeting Of the UMR Theatre Guild will be held
on Thursday, Sept. 13, at 6:30 p.m. At the Theatre Guild
building on State street, (Building T ·14). It is a red brick
house on the corner across from the observator y parking lot.
All are welcome; memberships will be taken.

FRIDAY
TKE PATIO PARTY
Everyone is invited to stop by the TKE house patiO after
class on Friday. Guaranteed warm sunshine and cold beer
for everybod y starting at 3:00 p.m. Pullan your gym shorts
and we' ll see y ou there!

SUB Events
On Friday, September 14, the
Alpha-Omega Players, from
Rockport, Texas, visit Rolla to
perform the play, "Jenny the
Mail-Ordered Bride." Curtains
open at 8:00 p.m. in Centennial
Hall.
Then on Saturday, September
15, there is a Coffeehouse
featuring the contemporary
singing of Bill Haymes. The
performance starts at 8:00 p.m.
in the St. Pat's Ballroom.
S. U .B . is sponsoring a
Billiards Tournament. Participants should sign up in the
S.U.B. office by September 2l.
Play begins on September 24,
with trophies awarded for first
and second place, and the
winner is eligible for the
Association of College Unions International regional competition in Columbia, Mo. For
more information call Bruce
Miller at 364-3574.
S.U.B. is also organizing a
float trip on September 29. The
float is on the Current River
from Akers Ferry to Pulltite
Springs. The charge is $2.00 per
person. Sign up at On the Loose
in T-9.

UPE SPONSORING "CAREER DAY"
The com puter science honorary, Upsilon Pi Epsilon Is
sponsoring a " Car eer Da y" on Friday,. September 21 from 9
a.m. to 4 p.m . Twenty companies will be participating . Each
company has three half·hour sessions in which to give
presentations on their company, its computerized activit ies
and needs. In addition to the presentation all of the com·
panies will have booths set up in the St. Pat' s Ballroom . All
computer science rna jors are encouraged to attend these
sessions or drop by St. Pat's in order to ga in Information
from companies without the atmosphere of an Interview.
On Thursday, Sept. 20 UPE members and the computer
science faculty are invited to an Informal gather ing with the
companies r epresentatives. This will be held at the St. Pat's
ballroom from 8 p. m . to 10 p.m.

VARSITY GOLF TRYOUTS
A nyone interested in playing va rSity golf for UMR next
spring, fal l qua lifyi ng will start Monday, Sept. 17. Tryouts
w ill be held every day, weather permitting , beginning at
4:00, with nine holes being played each da y. If interested, be
at the UMR golf shop at 4:00 , Sept. 17.

EMA-AIIE
Th ere will be a meeting on Tuesday, September 18, 1979 at
7: 00 p.m . in G-5 H· SS. Mr. Robert D . Bay representing Black
and Veach w i ll be the guest speaker. All members are urged
to attend.
FIRST SPE MEETING
The UMR Chapter of SPE of AIME w i ll hold its first
meeting on Tuesday, September 18 at 7: 00 p. m . in Room 107
Mining Building. The speaker will be James McCoy,
Pres ident of the Echometer Company, whose presentation is
" Determining Well Performance through Fluid Level
Evaluat ion ." SPE memberships for the 1979·80 year will be
taken from 6: 00 to 7 : 00 p. m . before the meeting. Refresh ments will be served after the meeting. All those interested
please attend.
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE ORGANIZATION
The UMR Christian Science Organization will meet at 6: 30
Tuesday in the church building on the SE. corner of 7th and
State Street. This is our first meeting of the year and we urge
any interes ted persons to attend .

WEDNESDAY
RUGBY CLUB
The UMR Rugby Club will have a meeting Wednesday,
Sept. 19 at 7:00 at T K E . All members please come, refresh m ents w ill be served.
WESLEY
The Wesley Foundation invites you to attend their weekly
meetings on Wednesday night at 6 p.m . This week we will be
discussing our upcoming work project. We are located on 8th
St reet r ig ht across from the Post Office.

NODAY
NEED MONEY?
Any campus organization that is unable to support itself or
is needing money to get started is eligible for financial
assistance from the Student Council. Applications may be
obtained now through September 21 at the Student Council
~fice, Room 202, Old Student Union.
BLUE KEY
Blue Key is now accepting applications for fall 1979
pledging. Forms may be picked up at the candy counter or
Student Personnel , and should be returned by Friday, September U. For information call Pat Thompson aT 364·6778.

Editor's Note: U your org8D.lzatlon is spousorIDg a campuswide event for the benefit of chari,y, get 1M the detalls before
Monday at 9:00 p.m. We'll .advertl3e the event free of charge In
this space. The MIner reserves the right to edit any ads.

7 & 9:15
Adult $2.50
JAMES BROLIN

Matinee
Sun. 2 p.m.

7 & 9:10

Matinee Sun. 2 p.m.

CLINT EASTWOOD
ESCAPE FROM
ALCATRAZ ~

MECHANICAL AND AEROSPACE ENGINEERING
DEPARTMENT SEMINAR
On Monday, September 17, 3:30 p. m. in Room 210 ME
Building , Dr . Roy J. Beckmeyer, of The Boeing Wichita
Compan y will speak on the "Transfer Matrix Method for
Sound Transmission in Acoustically -Line Horns."
Refreshments at 3 : 15 p.m .

This Fri., Sat., Sun. Only
Open 7 p.m. Starts at D~sk
P
L

u

U

LAMBDA CHI ALPHA'S

g

5

PLUS "GAMES GIRLS PLAY"

Friday Night
MOMCAT HAS GIVEN BIRTH TO MINI CATS!

At The Fights
7:00 p.m. - 10:00 p.m.

A Student-Faculty Golf
Tournament is on S.U.B.'s
agenda for October 6. Each
team will consist of one student
and one faculty member. It will
be an lS-hole, best ball tourney.
Tee-i>ff time is set for 10 a.m.

$1.50 In Advance

nm

TUESDAY

MONDAY

There will be a Frisbee
tournament on September 30,
starting at 2:00 p.m. at the
Intramural Fields. There will
be three events, Frisbee Golf,
Distance, and Free Style.
Trophies will be awarded.

Other attractions scheduled
for the month of September are
the movie "Jaws" on September 23 at 4:00 p.m . and 6:30
p.m. in Centennial Hall, and the
music of Flamenco guitarist
Carlos Montoya on September
27 at 8:00 p .m. in Centennial
Hall .

mber 13, 1979

Friday, Sept., 14th
At The Armory

$2.00 At The Door

t

Mini puzzles measure 7" x 7"
large puzzles meosure 18" x 24"

All donations will go
to help James Husky ,
a patient of Hotchkins Diseose.

p '

Open 9 to 9

Forum Plaza

364·5432
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Gor don
Lewis
Hon ore d
For his efforts as faculty
advisor. to the Wesley Foundation, Dr. Gordon Lewis, 6'
Lover's Lane, has been named
Missouri Volunteer of the Month
for August by Missour i's
Volunteer Coordinator, Lt. Gov.
Bill Phelps. Phelps initiated the
Missouri Volunteer Program ,
which seeks to recogniz e
Missou ri's outstan ding
volunteers.
Breakin g ·from tradition al
volunteer ranks, the Wesley
Foundat ion voluntee rs work
away from home with underprivileged citizens. During
their Spring Break in 1979 the
students traveled to the Eastern
Kentucky town of Pippa Passes
to renovate seven homes as part
of the Appalachian Service
Project.
"We really learned something
about how houses are built in
Kentucky ," Dr. Lewis said.
" It's really tragic ." Most of the
homes were so poorly constructed tha t walls had to be
torn down and new ones built.
The group winteriz ed the
homes, chasing away termites
in the pr ocess. Not only did the
experience allow the students some of whom major in
engineering - a chance to
practice their skills, but they
were able to help people who did
not have the skills or money to
help themselves.
The group has also worked in
other areas. In BooneviHe ,
Kentuck y, they ' built a
fellowship hall and another trip
took them to St. Louis, where
they helped in a day care
center.
Dr. Lewis is a professor of
ceramic engineering at UMR.
He is married and has three
children. One of his daughters,
who previously attended the
universi ty, accomp anied the
group to Booneville.
"I really enjoy working with
the young people," he says.
"They're a fantastic group." Rolla Daily News
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THE GREAT AMERIC AN
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• Am e rican Cancer Society.
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Robertson,
De an Of Students
By LAND ACE THOMPSON

Making his home in Rolla for
almost fifteen years , Ken
Robertson is not new to UMR.
He is new, however, to the
position of Dean of Students at
UMR. As Dean of Students ,
Robertson 's primary concern is
the
adminis tration
of
disciplinary procedures at the
university.
Although he does foresee a lot
of paperwo rk and missed
evenings at home, the only
problems encountered thus far
have been "those associated
with the normal chaos of a new
office and beginning of a new
semester ."
At this semester began with a
slight altercation for some .
Taking what Dean Robertson
refers to as "appropriate action," UMR leased area motels
to hou ~ e the onslaug ht of

unexpected students me aean
states that this was the first
year they felt " morally
obligated to provide adequate ,
housing for the students ."
Although there are ideas for
housing in the planning stages
and he sees that this is not an
ideal situation, the dean feels
that the motel-leased housing
might strongly be a considered
arrangem ent for next fall.
Dean Robertson views the
future of women and minoritie s
here at UMR in one word :
SUPERB !
Accordi ng
to
Robertson, "UMR has one of
the best program s for women
and minorities in the midwest. "
De;m Robertson seems to
enjoy his new job very much.
And even if he does have to miss
a few evenings a t home, he
wants every student to be well
assured that his door is always
open.

Ken Rober tson

HOLY HYPERBOLICSI

HP makes professional scientific calcu lators students can afford.
Bet that bit of news really elevated your ·
eq uations ! Hewlett -Packar d, the people who
ma ke some of the world's most dynami c calculators, now makes models just for your needs
a nd bud get - Series E.
Wow! The first one is the HP-31E
Scientific, now availabl e at a NEW LOW PRICE
- $50:' It's a real corker of a basic scientific
calculator. It h·a s all the trigonom etric, exponen tia l and mat h function s you need most. Not
only that, it handles metric convers ions. And if
that's not enough, it has both Fixed and Scientif ic
d isplay modes and 4 separat e user memori es .
Want more? Then take the HP-32E
Advanc ed Scientif ic with Sta tistics , a lso at a
NEW LOW PRICE -$70:' It's everyth ing the
HP-31E is-and more! More math and metric,
compre hensive statistic s , decimal degree conversions, Enginee ring/Sc ientific/ Fixed display
modes and 15 user memori es to boot. Sufficie nt
to handle any "would- be" bra in busters!
And now, for those who meet the
cha llenge of repetitio us riddles , problem s , and
scientifi c equatio ns-the HP-33E Program mable
Scientific! Likewis e availabl e at a NEW LOW
PRICE -$90 *
A multi-fa ceted scientific, math and
statistic al calculat or with the added punch of
program mabili ty. It gives you at your comman d:

49 program lines of fully merged keycodes; a
dazzling array of program control keys; arid 8
user memori es . Never again shy away from a
sinister calculat ion!
And listen to th is: every Series E calculator comes with a new larger, lO-d igit display
with comma s to separat e thousan ds for easier
reading; diagnos tic systems to help you catch and
correct errors; a low battery warning light;
recharg eable batterie s and more.
Surely, there is a Series E calculat or that
is right for you. Which one? I suggest that you
stop by your HP dealer for a " hands-on"
demons tration a nd a free copy of "A buyer's guide
to HP professi onal calculat ors:' For your
dealer's address , CALL TOLL-F REE 800-648-4711
except from Alaska or Hawaii. In Nevada , call
800-992-5710. Get your HP- a nd solve another
one for freedom , ingenui ty and correct answers !

HEWL ETT

JiPJ PACK ARD

Dept 658L, I()(X) N E Circle Blvd , Corvallis. OR 97330

· Sugges l cd retail price exclud m g applicable s l ate and
local tax esCon tI ne nt al U_S A, Al as ka &. Hawaii
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James Smith, M.D.

Tradition Of Excellence
Dr. Smith, who has been a
Rolla physician and infirmary
staff member for 10 years,
plans to carry on the "tradition
of excellence" set up by
previous directors Dr. James
Myers and Dr. Earl Feind, both
current staff physicians. (Dr.
Feind became the second
director of student health at
UMR in 1937 and served in that
capacity until 1968. Dr. James
Myers served from 1968 until
now.)
Dr. Ted Smith has been appointed director of the
University of Missouri-Rolla
Health Services Center effective Sept 1.

" I really enjoy working with
UMR students," says Dr.
Smith. "These kids are fun to
relate to . They are the
healthiest bunch of young
people in the world, and they 're
sharp and bright. "
The physicians are on<1ill 24
hours a day to the UMR infirmary, and make sick calls
twice a day to infirmary
patients. Jessie Nations heads
the group of nurses who aid the
students.
Dr. Smith, who holds the M.D.
degree from the University of
Missouri-Columbia , "loves
bluegrass music" and runs five
to eight miles a day, five days a
week to keep fit.

Each one of us is a mixture of good qualities and
some perhaps not-50-good
qualities. In considering our
fellow man we should
remember his good qualities
and realize that his faults
only prove that he is, after
all, a human being. We
should refrain from making
harsh jl!dgement of a person
just because he happens to
be a dirty, rotten no-good
son-of-a -bitch!

Dr. Ted Smith, new director of the UMR Health Services_

(Photo by U PI)
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If you are a graduating Electrical or Mechanical
Engineer, we would like to have you talk to our
representative at the Placement Office on September 24
about openings we have at Iowa Power.

~

Buy any four Mead products
marked "Buck Back." And Mead
will give you a buck back.
It's just one way Mead
helps you buck the system.

See details on specially marked "Buck Back" products.

f'readR"'a:fUGts
Courthouse Plaza , Northeast, Dayton, Ohio 45463
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Rape P re v e n ti o n
* * * * * * * * * *

ConsiderThese~acts:

About 80 percent of all rapes
are planned. Almost half the
victims know their attacker , at
least by sight. No female is
immune to rape; the reported
age range for rape victims is 6
months to 93 years. About half
of all rapes occur in the victim's
home. Figures show more than
half the rapists are under 25.
Three out of five are married
and lead normal sex lives. But

*

rape )s not an act of sexual
desire, but rather an act of
violence and aggression.
There have been 20 rapes
reported in Columbia this year.
The following information is
designed to help women in the
area cope with rape. It was
compiled with assistance from
the Univers ity of Missour iColumbia Police Department
and ' the Columbi a Police
Department.

* * * * * * *

~

* * *

If 'Yo'u A re Raped
.
Don't panic . Notice every
detail you can about the rapist
- height, weight, race, hair
color, eye color, facial hair,
facial marks or scars - the
rapist's mode of leaving and
which direction he headed. If the
rapist leaves in a vehicle, get
the make , color, model and
license plate number - even
the first few digits if possible.

If You A re
A tt ac ke d
Throw the rapist off guard by
kicking, scratching, biting anything to distract him. Then
run. Don't try to overpower the
rapist or attacker , just throw
him off guard and take off.
Learn self-defense, but don't
let it put false hopes in you. The
object is to get away aM not to .
kill your attacker .
Talk your way out of a
potential rape situation if you
. find you cannot fight.
If you decide to fight, take
advantag e of items in your
purse - fingernail file, keys,
ballpoint pens, hairspra y - or
try to scratch your attacker in
the face or eyes. It's only effective to kick your attacker in
the knees or the groin area if
you can do it without losing your
balance.
If you use a weapon, be sure
you can use it. Think about it
ahead of time and follow
th~ough don't go halfheartedly. Remember that a
weapon can be used against
you. If you don't feel comfortable with it, get rid of it.

Make the decision to fight or
talk now, then be ready if the
need arises. If you fight, fight
instantly. Your life is much too
important to risk . Unless you
are properly trained, fighting
should be your last resort.
The best defense is noise, so
scream long and loud. It's said
people will react to a scream of
"fire" more readily than a
scream for "help ."

If your attacker is armed,
your choices of action are
limited. If an attacker is armed,
some agencies say it may not be
wise to resist. If he's armed, fall
back and wait. Talk to him, tell
him he doesn't need a weapon.
Wait until he puts it away before
you decide on your next move.
If you feel confident to resist.
do so. Or talk him out of it. Tell
him you've got cancer, YD,
anything . Always stay alert.
You may see a weak point in
him. Maybe he's got a bandaged

.
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Police realize some women
may be hesitant to report a rape
because of embarra ssment or
because they don't want to go to
court. Police hope you still will
report the crime so they may
know a rape has occurred. They
hope you will change your mind
when the suspect is captured.

G&D STEAK HOUSE
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2.5 0 2e20 3e10
Includes Baked Potata or French Fries & Texas Toast.
Free Ice Cream.
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Do not ' ,athe, d"uche, change
or \\ dS), your clothing, clean you
nails or apply medication. Your
body holds important evidence
that can be used to prosecute
the attacker.

and explored in detail. If you
feel more comfortable with a
policewoman, request one.
"Stand firm" when an arrest
is made. Unless there are
witnesses, only your testimony
can convict the rapist and
reduce the chances of someone
else becoming a victim of rape.

If raped somewh ere other
than your home, try to
rememb er everythi ng about
your surroundings. Leave your
fingerprints everywhere you
can and leave behind a personal
item that can be identified as
yours - an earring, a button, a
Police will take you to the
ring or lipstick.
hospital of your choosing, and
Do not touch anything at the you may receive medication to
scene that may contain the prevent . pOSsible YD or
pregnancy . Police will not be in
knee. The important thing is to fingerprints of the attacker.
Ask a friend or relative to the emergency room where you
convince him you're going to
come with you to the hospital are examined.
cooperate.
for examinations and tests and
to be with you during
Police may want to take
Having the rapist put the questioning by police. Although samples of your clothing so
weapon away is an important it is often unpleasant to recount, bring a change of clothes with
step in reducing your harm the incident must be discussed you if you can_
element . Determi ne how
determined the rapist is to use a
weapon. If a young boy
threateni ng rape is holding a
Open 7 days
11 a.m.-9 p.m .
Forum Plaza
revolver in one hand and bullets
in the other trying to figure out
6 Oz. Ribeye
8 Oz. Chuck
8 Oz. Fillet
how to load the weapon, he may
not be very determined to use it
STEAK
STEAK
STEAK

.

(..,.

Don't feel guilty or ashamed ..
You have done nothing wrong ..
Immediately call help, or on the
University of Missouri-Columbia
campus, 4300. The rapist still
could be in the area.
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0shkDshII&Dsh .
Authentic workmon 's style
dungaree .
Hammer loop and pller
pocket .
Who could ask for more?
Russell's Town & College Shop

713 Pine. Ro llo , Mo. ·364-2323

'-----~~~dr~

Sh af t

Busch on Tap
1107 Pine

364·43304
Rolla. Miliou rl

Open 1 p.m.-l :30 a.m . daily

SANDWI CHES

Ladies Night Wednesday

1/2 PRICE DRAFT BEER

Brighten up your pad
with a poster!

Buy 4 Get 1 FREE!
We .Iso c.rry ... books. ca rds. music. gifls
Tolkien T-shirts. Calendars

Our records on KCLU FM/AM
Sun . mornings 8:30
708 Pine Rolla
364-1822
Open Mon .-F ri .
9 a.m.-S:30 p.m.
Sat. 9 a.m. -S p.m.
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Larry, baby, I see you going to work for a free
wheeling maverick steel company.
A steel company that pioneers, innovates and
does the unexpected.
A steel company that's growing, with a billion
dollar expansion program.
A steel company that's making money.
A steel company that's one of the best managed
businesses in the country.
A steel company that needs managers in greater
number than ever before in its history.
.
I see you going to work for this mellow steel
company and I see you working your tail off, earning
great bread, rising like the sun in management and
batting .340 for their softball team.

Free wheeling, maverick, mellow Inland Steel is looking for smart, ambitious
men and women with degrees in Engineering (especially M.E., E.E., and Met.E.),
Science, Business and Etcetera. It goes without saying (but we'll say it anyway): we
are an equal opportunity employer.

•

Inland Steel

General Offices: Inland Steel Company, Personnel and Training, 30 West Monroe Street, Chicago, IL 60603
Steel Production and Research : Inland Steel Company, Personnel Dept.,321OWatling St., East Chicago, IN 46312

We will be interviewing on
September 20, 1979. Come see us.
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Min er Defe nse Dom inate sGa me

M in er sB at tle To A Ti e
By ED RANDA LL

The Miners defensive squad
played exceptio nally well
Saturday in an 8~ draw with
Missouri Valley. The Vikings
were held to only 37 yards
rushing and had just four first
downs, two of which they gained
by penalty. Not only did the
Miners shut off the running
game they also intercepted one
pass and kept the passing game
in a negative direction.
The only problem the defense
suffered was when Paul
Sullentrop injured his knee, in
the first half. This meant David
Prueter would take over the
kicking assignments. Prueter' s
range is not as long as Sullentrop's. This created a handicap
when the Miners had to kick. At
halftime the score remained at
(H), only because the Vi.king

defense tightened up after a 49
yard drive by the Miners to the
three yardline. Brian Paris
tried to score, but was buried
one yard short.
Craig Heath set a new record
for UMR. He returned punts
nine times, this being the most
by one person in a single game.
Not only did Heath have a good
day returning .punts but he
returned three kickoffs for 137
yards.
When the second half began
the Miners were first to score.
Jeff Walters had a pass picked
off in the end zone and the
Vikings took over offensively.
Just a few minutes later
Missouri Valley was set to punt,
when the ball was snapped, it
sailed right out of their punter's
reach and was downed for a
safety. The MinerR now had a

Cro ss Cou ntry Pre par es For Sea son
UMR PR RELEASE
seventh -place finisher in
With a talented group of Missouri last year, laboring for
freshmen ready to step into the Wentzvi lle High. Clinton
limeligh t,
Univers ity
of Campbell snared the number
Missouri-Rolla Cross-Country eight position at state as a
Coach Dewey Allgood has member of the Kirksville prep
reason to be optimistic about squad.
the 1979 campaig n.
Other top freshmen include
"It is probably the finest Richard Beecher, who snared
freshman group that I have had the number ten spot in state
here at UMR," Allgood stated. action represen ting Lebanon.
"They are battling hard in Pete LicMen walner, (St.
practice and making the whole Dominic s-St. Louis) finished
team really work.'"
eighth in the state two-mile
In addition to the many fresh- event, with Steve Deposki and
men, Allgood also will enjoy the David Moore top runners for
running talent of eight retur- Vianney and Pattonvi lle High
ning letterme n. Brent Haefner, Schools, each respectively.
a 5'7", 127 lb. junior out of "We were 7-2 in dual comWindsor High School will give petition last season, and won the
the Miners their big punch and Centr al Metho dist
lead the upperclassmen.
Invitatio nal," Allgood said of
Haefner, holder of the Miner the. 1978 team. "And we finished
course record at the UMR sixth in the MIAA."
facility, will be joined by juniors If his freshman troops ,can
Glenn Heeter and Michael blend well with the seasoned
DePasquale, while the senior veterans , Allgood is hopeful of a
leadership roles will be filled by successful fall slate.
Mike Ackerson, Brian Bowman "We have the toughes t
and Dave McClintock.
schedule ever, but it will be
In the freshman crop, Todd good for us," he predicted. "I
Blackfo rd brings some im- would like to see us qualify for
pressive stats with him from the nationals."
Lindbergh High School in St.
Allgood termed the MIAA as
Louis. He participa ted on that the "toughe st Division II
institution's state championship conference in the United States
team. Jeff Hamilton was a regardin g cross-country." He

added that Central Missouri
State will be the team to beat in
the loop this season.
The Miners open the campaign Sept. 8, hosting st. Louis
University, Lincoln University
and the School of the Ozarks in
an 11 a.m. outing. "St. Louis is
Division I, so we may have a
rough one on our hands - but it
will be good for us."
While the Miners ponder the
season's start, however, they go
through a difficult pre-5eason
workout calling for around 15
miles of running, seven days
per week.
"We have
twice-a- day
workouts, and I have been
pleased with the way the guys
have looked so far," Allgood
said . "Some players have
farther to go than others as far
as getting into top shape is
concerned, but most of them
look good."
"It is hard to predict how a
group of runners will do over
the whole season, but I'm optimistic at this point," Allgood
added. "Plus this group of
freshme n should make us
strong for the next few years."
The cross-country season is
climaxed by the MIAA and
NCAA regionals Oct. 29 at
Kirksville and with the NCAA
Division II Nationals slated for
Riverside, California.

lead of 2'{), with over eleven
minutes left to play in the third
quarter.
The Miners offense marched
down the field trying to get into
the end zone but on each drive,
poor, execution of one play
would slow the momentum and
they finally would have to punt.
Late in the third period Randy
Hamilton blocked Walters punt
and scramble d across the goal
line to give the Vikings the lead.
On the next play the Vikes
complet ed their two-poin t
conversion on a fake kick. Now
the Miners were trailing 8-2 . .

Late in the fourth quarter
Walters found Perry Harris for
a 21 yard pass completion
giving the Miners the ball on the
six yardline . Brian Paris then
charged across the goal line to
bring the score to an ~ draw.
When Prueter tried to kick the
extra point, the Vikings surged
across the line and blocked it.
The game ended at 8~, giving
the Miners a 1'{)-1 season so far.
This Saturday the Miners do
not play, but will prepare for
Pittsburg State who they piay
on Sept. 22 at Pittsburg , Kansas.

12 thM an Aw ard
The M-Club will again this
year give the 12th Man Award to
the campus organization which
best supports the Miner football
team at home games.
The award was started at
UMR in 1975, but its history
dates back to the early 1900's at
Texas A&M. There on one day
the star player was hurt and
with only 11 men on the team
they were in trouble. They
decided to bring a fan out of the
stands to take his place. The
crowd then came alive and the
team sparked by the fan they
had chosen went on to win the
game.
The M-Club decided to start
the award here to set support
for the football team .
The points will be given for :
1. The percenta ge of members present and how well they
are identified.
2. The number of cheers down
and how well they are
organized.
3. The amount of noise and
enthusiasm shown.
4. The number of signs and
banners at the game.
5. The percenta ge of members who buy Homecoming
Buttons.
6. The amount of material
contributed to the bon fire.

7. Points will be given for
special visual aid and other
special events.
8. Points will be deducted for
the use of obscenities and unsportsma n like conduct.
All points will be up to the
judges discretion. The judges
are Chancel lor Marchel lo,
Richard Napper of the Rolla
Daily News, Bill Jenks of the
Long Insurance Company, and
Larry Christensen a Professor
of History.
Start now to get points.

M-C lub
Ath lete
Bren t Haefn er
Brent is a Junior and holds
the school record in crosscountry. This past weekend in a
triangula r meet with Lincoln
Univers ity and St. Louis
Univers ity (a division one
school) Brent placed first. His
time was 25:58.4. The next
closest man was 17 seconds
behind. Kelly Rudolph was also
nominated for his outstanding
play a defensive end in the
Missouri Valley game.

UMR Cross Coun try Sched ule
Sept. 8

St. Louis University
Lincoln University
School of the Ozarks

Rolla

11 a.m.

Sept. 15

Washington Univ. Invitational

St. Louis

10:30 a.m.

Sept. 22

School of the Ozarks
Evangel College
SIU -Edwardsville

Rolla

11

Sept. 28
Oct. 6

All Missouri
Lincoln University
University of Missouti-St. Louis
Central Methodist
Southwest Baptist

Columbia
Rolla

5 p.m.
10:30 a.m.

Oct. 13
Oct. 20
Oct. 29
Nov. 10

Central Methodist Invitational
Pittsbur g
State
Univ.
Invitational
MlAA Conference & NCAA
Regional
NCAA Division II
Nationals

a .m.

Fayette
Pittsburg , KS

10:30 a .m .
11 :30 a.m.

Kirksville

11

Riverside, Calif.

a.m.

. - - - - - COUP ON - - - - - .

I

I
I
I
I
II

WEEKEND SPECIAL I

2 Con eys &
Reg ular Fre nch
Frie s

99¢

Offer expires Sept . 17, 1979

I

I
I
I

I
II

---- -CO UP ON ---- -1202 N. Bisho p
Rolla, MO
Hours : 6:30 a.m. to 11 p.m.
Open till 12 midni ght Fri. & Sat.
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Missouri Miner

Water Polo Opener
By JERRY WEILAND
Saturday, September 15, will
yield the season opener for the
UMR waterpolo team as they
take on Principia and Purdue in
Elsah, Illinois.
Sporting four returning
starters ; Tom Beyer at goal,
and forwards Steve Adams ,
Darian Dickinson , and Paul

Under the guiding hands of
Entwistle, along with some
newer talent in Brill!) Bess and coach Bob Pease, whose newest
Brian Spinzig , this team may strategy calls for lots of
well better their 18-3 record . aggressive offensive attacks,
posted for the 1978 season. In UMR can once again be ex1978, UMR entered the NCAA pected to achieve high regional
Midwest Regional Cham - or national ranking . Please
pionship with an undefeated 18-0 come out and support the team
record before suffering three October 5, 6 as UMR hosts the
consecutive losses to lliinois- seven-team MINER TOURChicago Circle, Loyola-Chicago NAMENT here in Rolla.
(fifth in NCAA) , and Indiana .

"Coldest beer in town bar none "
Competitive prices on 'I, bbl.

Beverage Mart
1021 Kingshighway-Next to Pizza Hut
7:00 a_m. to Midnight

UMR Water Polo Schedule
Principia - - - - - - ~
.Purdue
September 28, 29 - - - - ., - SEMO Tournament - - - - _.
Illinois
Purdue
Principia
Arkansas-Little Rock
Central Missouri State
October 5, 6 - - - - - - - - Miner Tournament ·· - - - '.
Illinois-Chicago Circle
Southeast Missouri
Principia
Arkansas
Arkansas-Little Rock
Central Missouri State
October 26, 27 - - - - - - - Loyola Invitational - - - - Loyola
Illinois-Chicago Circle
Air Force
Ohio State
Indiana
November 2, 3 .- ~ - -- - ' . Mississippi Valley Championships
November 9, 10 - - - ,. NCAA Mid-western Regional
Championships
September 15 - - - - - • -

HOOK AUTO SUPPLY

Elsah, IL

Auto Parts-Accessories
Speed Equipment
Discount Prices to All

Cape Girardeau, MO

OPEN SUNDAYS 10 AM-3 PM
513 Hwy. 63 South

Rolla, MO

Rolla

364-5252

Chicago, IL

MINING ENGINEERS/GEOLOGISTS

K i cker s
Lose
3-0
By LON P EARSON

(PhD level) .
Bauell. one of the world's leaders in research and development. has
been assigned the responsi bi lity for management of thc major por·
tion of the Department of Energy's program for disposa l of radioac·
ti ve waste in its Offi ce of Nuclear Waste Isolat ion IONW I) .
Mr. Sam Matthews. Department Manager. Facilities Engineering.
ONWI , will be recruiting at the Placemcnt Office. Universit y of
Missouri , Rolla on Wednesday, September 19, 1979, fo r Mining
Engi neers/Geologists at the PhD level or equi valent.
If qualified, sign up on his schedule or send resu me di rectl y to
Employment Manager.

C) Banelle
Project Management Division
Office of Nuclear Waste Isolation IONW II
505 King Avenue Columbus. OH 4322 1
An Equal Opport unity Employer

Ozark Mountain Sports
Hwy. 63 North Rollo 364-1681
Across from Mr. Donut

The Miners started ou t (~
strong, but they were stung by
an early penalty kick awarded
on a foul by Miner team CoCaptain Pat Becker. The free
kick (which is similar to a freethrow in basketball ) was taken
by Rick Rusicka of the Lions at
the eight-minute mark of the
game . At the fourteen minute
mark, the short-but-fast middlefielder, Tod Johnston of MSSC
scored the second goal, and the
third was scored at the 41
minute mark, just before the
first half ended. During the
second half the Miners adjusted
their formation and went back
to the more familiar four -man
front, holding the Lions
scoreless for the rest of the
game. But unfortunately the
Miners were not able to score in
the game. In the first half they
had . come ver y close on a
penalty kick try by Brian Grant,
which the goalie knocked back.
The ball eventually was headed
just inches from the goal.
(Cont. on Pg. 21)

•••••••••••••••••••••••••
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GOdfa the r's

got TWO offers
you can't refuse!

o This 32 oz.

Glass Filled
With COKE.

. \).. HI N ' Oll BUT A, .... 'f [)I(JM
OR l."I<~J l GOO f '\IH I f< ..... PI/I." .

f)FREE COKE
FOR AYEAR.

GODFATHER'S

JII"" tlllnq In tht' i~"

Help Wanted
Weekends
Apply to Manager

1·~'·:·.1Im{· \OU Old.,!

,.,11 ~ •••l! lonel
~ 'ndc, wh en

l
Ilac;~ dnd we II flU It up FREE:
d t...odldthel SPill':) "'!Ol ulI(.e bu t

Bul hum OUdnlll l(' .... ,HE' IH1'ltE'd

':>UI'pl" of ql a sse . . 1<,

Offer

f;' )(h <w~t t' d

GOdfather's Pizza
11 40 FORUM PLAZA

. 2

,,~

',.':....

'......

....

~

.

ROLLA

.

364 . 32 14

' .
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Ru gg ers Lose
T\N O
By JERRY WEILAND

Sunday proved indeed to be
an off day for the UMR Rugby
Club as they suffered defeats in
two games against the Ramblers (St. Louis RFC) in the
season opener.
In the first~ide match up , the
Rambler s scored in the opening
ten seconds on a fumbled UMR
pass and converted for a 6-0
lead. UMR then took control
and played impressivllly for 30
minutes. With tries scored by
Harley Meyer and John
Schneider, and a conversion
and penalty kick by Mike
Eversma n, the Miners combined for 13 points. However the
tide began to turn as the
Rambler s quickly assumed a
15-13 lead before the half. Rolla,
used to playing 30 minute halves,
wore down quickly in the 40
minutes halves played on
Sunday, faltering to a 27-13
defeat after 80 minutes of
grueling action.

The second-s ide contest,
consisting of 30 minute halves,
was a time of learning for the
new member s of the Rolla
team.
Facing
a
wellexperienced and quite elderly
second-side for the Rambler s ,
UMR was dealt a hearty 19-0
blow as the newer Miner
rugger s tr aded points fo r
pointers .
Following the game, UMR
hosted the Ramblers in a Bar-BQue party with ample food and
drink, culminating a day of fun
for all.
The ruggers also announced a
schedule change. University of
Missour i-Colum bia will play
UMR this Saturday , Septemb er
15 instead of Septemb er 22. The
game will be held on Lions Club
field at 1 :00 p.m.

Ruggers getting ready for Columb ia's visit this Saturda y.

John Swenson suffered a
badly cut eyelid requiring six
stitches and Joe Gabris was
removed from the game with
two injured shoulders.

Socc er
(Cont. from pg. 20)
The Miners have made some
progress . Last year when 'the
Lions played us, we were only
represen ted by a club, which
eventually ran out of steam in
the game and allowed three
goals in the second half. Though
the game scores were the same,
the difference this year was due
to strategy errors and jitters,
and some momentu m was lost
when the penalty kick was
awarded the Lions.
Missouri Southern is a strong
well~tablished soccer team
which has often handed down
defeats to Miner teams.

PUT'EM
AWAY

JUST FOR

A DAY.

If you can live Wllhout
your cigarette s for one
day. you might find you
can live Without them
forever. So put 'em away.
Just for a day Thursday.
Novembe r 15.

~

THE GREAT AMERICAN
SMOKEOUT.

, American Cancer Society.

Ransdall Distributing
--18th Street at Frisco Tracks

Rolla

341-3838

.1
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UMR Fall Sports
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Sport"s Uniforms
& Equipment

Fa

OFFICIAL MINER T-SHIRTS
& JERSEYS

To
the
MODI

FRA TERN ITY JERSEYS

door
form
Flem

HOUSE JERSEYS

Di'

•

SILK SCREENED SHIRTS
TROPHIES & ENGRAVING
7< Per letter
All SWIMWEAR

112 PRICE

Cc

SPORT SHOES
ng . Training . Basketball . Football .

s

Tennis

FRATERNITY PRICES
PONY SHOES 1/2 PRICE
Under New Ownership

REY -====1003 PINE
ROLLA
364-5495

SPORT
shop

','HAl R IT IS"

Men& Women

Yellow Freight System , a major common carrier , is seeking individuals to participate in its six month
Maintenance Management Training Program , stressing linehaul vehicle maintenance and terminal
operations. The successful candidate will have a B.S . degree in mechanical or industrial engineering ,
either work experience or optit'ude in diesel automo1ive / heavy equipment applications, and exhibit
problem solving ski ll s and leadership abi l ities. A background in transportation or business is a pl us.
First job assignment after training is a maintenance shop foreman . Responsibilities include supervi sion of maintenance personnel in a linehaul shop in anyone of 16 cities throughout the United States.
Advancement is based upon performance . An attractive compensation package includes a salary
range of $18 .900 plus per year. Interviews will be held on campus .at the Placement Center on

aDd Wi!

September 25 . 1979.

p.m.

Alex Pizza Palace
122 W. 8th Street

Rolla

NOW OPEN FOR lUNCH 11 A.M.-2 P.M.

-SANDWICHES -SALADS -SPAGHETTI
-BEER -GYROS SANDWICH
Thr . . Satllfl.d CUltom." (L. R) Jo hn So li!, Jeff Br um.1I lorry Joh nson

We're experts In men's styling-cuts . perms. blow dry , coloring .
STUDENT DISCOUNTS AVAILABLE
SlOP by a nd see PeggIe John!oon Cindy Simer! . Shonone Frisbie or POI Walkins
610 Klng.hlghwoy (Plolo laundry Building ) 36.4 ·7130

For FREE DELIVERY of Pizzas
364-2669 or 364-9878

..............

.-----------------.~------------
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W ha t's In A B ot tle O f B ee r?

The war of words between
supercbrewers Anheuser-Busch
and Miller Brewing is focusing
a ttention on one of the
hometown company's longeststanding challenges to Miller full-ingredient labeling.
For months, Busch has defied
the Milwaukee beermak ers to
lend support to a government
plan for requiring brewers to
list ingredients on their labels a move Busch has advocated for
some time . Ingredient labeling
is also a development that
Miller has had conspicuously
little comment on.
Tuesday, Miller Brewing Co.
and its parent company, Philip
Morris Inc., again asked the
Federal Trade Commission to
bar Anheuse r-Busch from
advertis ing its beers as
''natural '' products. A Miller
filing with the commission - a
supplement to Miller's original
filing in February - included
testimon y
from
three
nutritionists hired by Miller
who said Busch's "natural "
advertising campaign is "false
and deceptive."
Miller consistently has taken
the offensive in the months-long
dispute. Busch attribut es
Miller's aggressiveness to "an
increasi ng paranoi a over
Busch's record-pace gains in
beer sales."
Wednesday, Busch used the
latest Miller complaint to renew

• Electronic Engineering
• Civil Engineering
• Mathematics
• lab Chemistryl
• Marketing/Sales
• Fluid D,ynamt~

·Stali_.

• Blackbody
• Astrology
·59 Funl
·30 Graphics
• Prolfuction
. Planning

1L

value
4 FREE software
Pakettes with
purchase of
a TI-59

Free sof twa re from Texas Ins trum ent s
can help ma ke this sem este r a littl e easier.

Cam pus

Campus Showcas e is an
exhibit
of
aU
UMR
organiza tions having open
memberships. Its purpose is to
inform freshma n, transfer
students, and others of the
activities available to them on
this campus. It is also an opportunity for each organization
to enlarge its membership.

additive Busch says Miller uses
to reduce the carbohydrates in
its Lite beer. Bush says it adds
malt to its Natural Light fermenter mixture to accomplish
the same thing.
The Busch spokesman said
Wednesday that tannin, used
by the St. Louis-based brewer to
"chillproof" its beers, is settled
out . of the beer during the
process and would not be listed
as an ingredient on labels. And
anyway, says Busch, tannin is a
natural plant substance found in
many foods, including grapes,
nuts, tea and cereal grains.
Miller, meanwhile, calls tannin
a "proces sed chemica l additive. "

Cho ose up to 4 of thes e soft war e packages...FREE!

value
2 FREE software
PakeHes with
purchase of
a TI-58C

Tonight at 7:30p.m. in the ME
the movie is, "Z" staring Yves
Montand . Cost is $2.00 at the
door . For addition al informatio n contact Norma
Fleming at the UMR Extension
Division.

Student Union Board will
present its annual Campus
Showcase on Thursday, September 13, 1979. The event will
be held in St. Pat's Ballroom
and will run from 10 a.m. until 5
p.m.

modified hop extract, barley bottles to protect
beer from the
malt, yeast, propylene glycol damagin g effects
of light.
alginate, papain and potassium Miller, accordin
g to Busch, uses
Jlletabisuifite as an antioxident. a hop extract prepared
by
And for the reduced<alorie, chemically treating
hops with
or "light" beers:
boron hydride. The chemical
Anheuse r-Busch Natural hop extract is supposed
to
Light (the ingredient list would protect Miller
High Life when it
be identical to Budweiser'S) is exposed to light in its clear
brewed from water, rice, hops, bottle.
barley malt and yeast.
Miller Lite - brewed from
Busch also says Miller adds
water, corn syrup, modified hop propylen e glycol
alginate
extract, barley malt, yeast, (extracted from seaweed
with
propylen e glycol alginate , propylene oxide) to its beers
as
papain, amyloglucosidase, and a foam stabilizer, while
AB's
potassium meta bisulfite as an foam is produced through
a
antioxident.
"natural " brewing process.
Busch says it brews with
The amylog lucosid ase?
natural hops and uses brown That's a fungal enzyme food

$20

Fall Film Seri es

Sho wca se

its challenge that Miller adopt
full-ingredient labeling, "so the
consumer can make an independent choice."
Just what would be listed on
beer labels if brewers were
required to list ingredients?
Accordi ng
to a
Busch
spokesman, if proposals now
before the Food and Drug
Administration and the Bureau
of Alcohol Tobacco and
Firearm s were enacted, consumers would be comparing
these lists:
Budweiser - brewed from
water, rice, hops, barley malt
and yeast.
Miller High Life - brewed
from water. corn. corn syrup,

A special offer if you act now! From August 15 to October 31, 1979 ... that's your
special opportunity to purchase one of the
world's most advance d program mable
calculators . .. and get up to $40* worth of
free software Specialty Pakettes in your
choice of 16 different application areas.
TI's Specialty Pakettes are a new way to
expand the usefulness of your TI Programmable 58C or 59. The convenient notebook
format includes complete step-by-step program listings, application notes, and sample programs. Just enter the program you
need and you can put it to work right
away.t
Four FREE SPECIA LTY PAKETTES
wIth the pu:chas e of a TI Program mable
59. A $40 value. Two ~REE SPECIALTY PACKE TTES wIth the pur;
chase of a TI Program mable 5SC. A $20
value.

.

Both the TI Programmable 58C and 59
feature TI 's exclusi ve Solid State
Software ,. plug-in library modules. Each
5,OOO-step module contains a wide selection
of prerecorded programs. Optional library
modules are available in a variety of fields,
including engineering, science. statistics,
and business .

Involvem ent in campus
organizations is a vital rille in
any students college career.
They provide a break from the
everyday routine of school; lots
of fun and enjoyment; and
working relation ships with
people that are essential for
success in anv career. Please
stop by and see what UMR can
do for you.
© 1979 Texas Instruments Incorporated

The TI Programmable 59 has up to 960
program steps or up 'to 100 memories.
Magnetic card read/wri te capability lets
you record your own custom programs, or
programs from your Specialty Pakettes.
$300. *
The TI Programmable 58C features up
to 480 program steps or up to 60 memories.

And it has TI's Constant Memory" feature
that retains data and program information
even when the calculator is turned off.
$125* .
Act now!
Visit your college bookstore or other TI
retailer for more information, and let him
help you select the programmable that's right for you.
Use the coupon below to take
advantage of this special limited time offer.

- -- -- --- ---- --- - - -- - -- --- -- - ---- ,
Use this coupon to obtain your FREE SpeCialty PakeHes.

o I've bought my TI-5SC , send me these 2 free Pakettes.
o I've bought my TI-59, send me these 4 free Pakettes.
1. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

2. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Send to: Texas Instruments, PO BOl 53,
Lubbock, TJ( 79408.
Texas Instrumenls will fulfill the offer you have selected
above when you: (1) return this completed coupon . including serial number. (2) along with your completed
customer information card '(packed in box) . and (3) a
dated copy of proof of your purchase verifying purchase
01 a TI Programmable 5SC or 59 (whichever is applicable) between August 15 and October 31 . 1979. Iteml
mull be pollmlr1led on or before November 7,1979,
to qUJI11ly for thilipecill oHer.

3. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ____

4.

Name
Address
City

~~ -

Calculator Serial Number (from back 01 calculator) .
Please allow 30 days for delivery. Offer void where

TEX AS ' INST RUM ENT S
INCOR PORAT ED

45668

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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Sports Fans

I

I Bet
You
Didn't
Know

DEMOLITION DERBY

I

Sunday, Sept. 16 & 30-2:00 p.m.
(Special Powder Puff Derby Sept, 30)

I
I
I

0-1: 00
I NOON BUF FET -ll:3
t, 5-8 p.m.

IHere's one football record that
,will probably never be broken ' l,
jtmos Alonzo Stagg was a foot'l
ball coach for 70--thafs ri g ht- 70,
CONSECUTIVE years! He started
1
lout as coach at Springfiel d in 1890 ,
'
land 1891, Then he coached at the
IUni versity of Chicago from 1892'
jthrough 1932. He ",as at College.
lof Pa cific from 1933 through 1946, 1
lot Susqueha nna from 19471
,through 1952 and at Stockton I
I
l/rom 1953 to 1960!

,

lyOU

.••

Also Tuesday Nigh

All the Pizza,
Soup and Salad
You Can Eat Only

Jet. 63 & Pine

team:p~a~ed

in the very l
IWhich 2
first Super Bowl? The first superl
,Bowl was played on Jan , 15 , 1967
1
and the 2 team s that met were
Green Bay and Kansas City . Finall
score was Green Boy 35 , Konsasl
!
Icity 10,

I

I

I

II bet you didn 't know that Collegel
ILife allows you to get establishe d I
I in your job for awhile before yourl
I
~ premiums start. See ..

DON GIBSON , c.L.U.
364·5386
JIM WOOD . C.L.U.
364·8888
CO LLEGE LI FE INSURANCE
213 Ramsey BuddIng
8th 8. Rolla Streets

Rolla

3n

(Street

Dirt Bikes)

Sunday, Sept. 23·1:00 p.m.

Boot Race Jumping Barrel Race
Wheelie Contest Balance Beam Obstacl e Race

Entry Fee $5.00

(Entitles you to enter all events above )
Bring Your Own Seats Children under 12 Free
Adults $2.50

£L_£ll '£LLJ.

I

probably won't believe this l
one, We didn 't either , but it'sl
Ibeen checked and it 's true, There
Iwas once a major college footbalill
I game that had a paid attendanc e
lof one! It was the Washingto n I
IState.San Jose game of Nov . 12 ,1
11955 played at Washingto n State , l
IThe temperatu re that day was 14'
Ibelow zero and only one person I
I showed up to pay h is way into the!
I stadium , The fact that this really I
I happened has been verif ied bYI
"he Washingto n State athletic,
,
I departme nt.

I

$2.69

RODEO
MOTORCYCLE
&

TEC HNO LOG Y >- STA TE OF THE ART
Bend ix Kans as City Divis ion, a prime contr actor with
the Depa rtmen t of Energ y, has been manu factu ring and
am
procu ring comp onen ts for the natio nal defen se progr
since 1949 .
ce
We will be interv iewin g engin eerin g and comp uter scien
sters.
gradu ates on camp us durin g the fall and sprin g seme
Chec k with your place ment office for sign- up sched ules.

IiiiiiiiII

"We Spea k Tech nolo gy"

Kans as City
Divis ion
An Equal Opport unity Employer. M / F

